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Local pensioner
forced to clean
Chiswick Streets
Local resident takes matters in to own hands after alleyway becomes health hazard

Hounslow Council has ignored
calls from local residents to take
action over a neglected alleyway
that runs from Turnham Green
Terrace to Upham Park Road.
The alley is being used as an open
air bar, toilet and rubbish dump
by groups of what appear to be
foreign workers on a daily basis.

“In Stalinist Russia, they used to
make the grandmothers sweep the
streets. But I never thought that
this could happen to me” says W4
local Joanna Woods. “Not once, not
twice, but over and over again, the
beer cans, booze bottles, fast food
wrappers and, yes, human excrement, pile up as fast as I can remove
them”.
Joanna moved to Chiswick in 2013
and has been so disgusted by the
squalor of the local cut through she
has felt compelled to pick up her
broom and sweep the streets herself.
“The alleyway is used by gangs of

Meanwhile the filth keeps coming
with no indication of intervention
by Hounslow Council creating an
obvious health hazard.

Joanna Woods

foreign workmen, who gather nightly in there where they drink and
relieve themselves. Shovelling garbage is no job for a pensioner, yet
nobody in authority seems to care
about our alley - and I’m talking
here about a public thoroughfare
to the tube station used by dozens
of men, women and children every
day.”

Since the beginning of this year Joanna has written to the Council on
numerous occasions, only to be given specious arguments about ‘problems of ownership’ or told that the
occasional one-off sweep was all
that was required. Despite her continued request for anti-litter notices,
they have simply been ignored.

“The men keep gathering in the alley, drinking and using the alley as
a toilet. It’s like they think ‘what the
hell, it’s no-man’s land. Let’s chuck
our cans over the fences and smash
a few bottles too ’. Yesterday, I went
down to the alley where I spent two
hours gathering up the beer cans and
the vodka bottles. They filled two
black rubbish bags - to bursting.
This week my 73-year-old husband
took them to the tip.”
And thanks to Council Taxpaying resident Joanna, the alleyway
looks beautiful . . . until tomorrow.
The Chiswick Herald approached
Hounslow Council for comment
but has received no response up
until time of print.

Chiswick landlords urged to act as HMRC campaign reaches £20m milestone
Landlords who rent out residential property in Chiswick are being
warned to act now as an HMRC
campaign to recover tax it believes
is being underpaid each year in the
sector reaches a £20 million milestone.
Franck Sidon who runs TaxAssist Accountants in Chiswick said:
“HMRC’s Let Property Campaign

has now collected over £20 million
from almost 10,000 landlords across
the UK, so it is safe to say they will
continue to focus on the residential
rental sector.
“Some local landlords may not even
realise that they are landlords, or
that tax may be due, but that won’t
stop them facing hefty fines or
even criminal prosecution. Com-

ing forward under the Let Property
Campaign will give them the best
possible terms to settle any tax and
interest owed. It is vital local landlords grasp this lifeline to get their
own house in order.”

The campaign applies to all residential property landlords, including
those with just a single rental, student or holiday letting. HMRC es-

timates that landlords in residential
property could be underpaying up to
£500 million in UK tax every year.
TaxAssist Accountants Chiswick is
a local business providing tax and
accountancy advice and services
purely to small businesses.
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Young photographers
invited to focus on first
prize in new competition

Local lads take on 5-a-side football tournament
for Prostate Cancer UK
Rui Diogo, Farzan Imanzadeh and Bruno Cardoso, all
23 and of West London are
hosting a 5-a-side football
tournament in Chiswick –
joining the ranks of Prostate
Cancer UK’s, Men United
movement.
Rui, Farzan and Bruno are
hoping to raise over £500 by
gathering as many keen footballers to show their skills
and team work ability in the
tournament due to be hosted at Turnham Green Multi
Sports Centre, Chiswick on
Sunday the 13th of September to help the charity.

Memorial celebration for former
Chiswick School Headmaster

Chiswick student Vlad Bunys

A well-known Putney figure, former headmaster Rory
Hands, who died aged 96 in
April, is to be commemorated
at a special evening in Froebel College on 25 September.
Rory, who lived in Putney for
over 50 years, was headmaster of Chiswick School, and
responsible for fashioning it
into one of the country’s largest comprehensive schools in
the 1960s.

College, and the Roehampton
Institute, now part of the University of Roehampton. Many
local residents gathered at his
funeral in April, and former
friends and colleagues will
gather to pay tribute as part of
Celebrating Rory, an evening
of entertainment celebrating
his life, which takes place in
The Portrait Room, Froebel
College, University of Roehampton, Roehampton Lane
at 7 for 7:30 PM on what
In retirement he was much would have been Rory’s 97th
involved as a Governor of Ib- birthday, 25 September.
stock Place School, Froebel
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It is a light-hearted evening,
with tributes led by Professor Sir Brian Vickers, one of
Rory’s most distinguished
pupils, and containing an evening of largely humorous entertainment: all proceeds go to
charities especially favoured
by Rory. Tickets cost £5, and
can be obtained by writing to
Rory’s daughter Mrs Judith
Geldard, 22 London Road,
Faversham, Kent ME13 8RX
or email to judithgeldard@
gmail.com

Youngsters with a keen eye
for what makes a good photo can win a wearable video
camera and other prizes in a
new competition.
The Young Travel Photographers’ Competition has been
launched by the Family Travel Show 2015 which will be
held at Olympia London in
West Kensington.
Whether it’s a quirky sign,
a breathtaking landscape,
amazing architecture or something else entirely, judges are

hoping to see intriguing images through children’s eyes.
There are two age categories,
under 12s and 12 to 17. The
winners of each will receive
a Panasonic A100 wearable
camera, a £150 voucher for
Cewe Photobook which turns
digital pictures into physical
albums, and a 40 by 60cm
acrylic print of the winning
image.
The runners-up for each category will each receive a £50
voucher for CEWE Photo-

books and a 40 by 60cm print
of their image.
The winning images and other
images selected by the judges
will feature at an exhibition
at the Family Travel Show.
The event will run at Olympia
London from 31 October to 1
November.
To enter the Young Travel
Photographers’ Competition
upload the images to www.
youngtravelphotographers.
com by 14 October.

Men United is a movement
for everyone who believes
men are worth fighting for,
and by taking on this event
the pair is pledging their support, and helping to beat prostate cancer.
The West Londoners were
inspired to organise the event
for Prostate Cancer UK and
turn their regular weekly
football sessions amongst
10-12 friends into a massive
get-together of 16 teams to
fundraise for Prostate Cancer
UK.
Farzan said: “I decided to organise this event for Prostate
Cancer UK with Rui because

I enjoy playing competitive
football with my mates and
this will be a great reason to
get together during summer
and hopefully make it a usual thing. We want to join the
Men United army and help
raise awareness for the most
common cancer among men...
If others see how easy it is
to raise money for Prostate
Cancer UK, then maybe they
would organise an event of
their own!”
“I am looking forward to playing football and I’m delighted
to be raising awareness and
much needed money to help
beat prostate cancer.”
Mark Bishop, Director of
Fundraising at Prostate Cancer UK, said: “It’s fantastic to
see that Rui, Farzan and Bruno have decided to organise
this event to raise funds for
Prostate Cancer UK. By doing this they are joining Men
United and helping to make
a real difference in furthering
the fight against prostate cancer.
“Whatever you do together,
big or small, you’ll be helping
us push for real change, from
more effective testing to better treatments. We thank Rui,
Farzan and Bruno and wish
them every success with their

event.”
Since it was launched 12
months ago, Men United
has caught the imagination,
and a new zeal for change in
men’s health - with more than
200,000 (and still rising) people signing up to pledge support. Men from all walks of
life, from footballers to lawyers and politicians to plumbers, have formed a growing
army, raising funds to find
the answers for the future
through research and supporting men now. The new
movement also lent its backing to a successful campaign
to make drugs available to the
men with prostate cancer who
need them.
People are being urged to
search Men United, and sign
up. To sponsor this event
please visit www.JustGiving.
com/Rui-Farzan-Bruno

Picture:
Bruno, Farzan and Rui
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Chiswick Business Revealed as one
of top Small Businesses in the UK

Chiswick-based
business
Love Give Ink has been
named among the top 100
small business in the UK to
be celebrated by Small Business Saturday – the UK’s
dedicated day for small businesses on December 5th.

Southfield Lib Dems call on
support for Syrian Refugees

Londoners least aware excercise could help reduce risk of dementia

Love Give Ink makes lovingly inventive personal gifts
that are a delight to give and
receive. The company was
founded by local resident
Martha Keith who, inspired
by gifts that she and her other
half (Mr Love Give Ink) had
given each other, decided to
create ways to help others say
‘I love you’.

The team at ‘Paint HQ’ in Chiswick: Lee Larson, Martha Keith, Isobel Yeend-Curd-Trimble and Kat Koch.

Council takes action against employing
casual, cash-in-hand labour

Martha said: “We are delighted to be names as one of the
Small Biz 100. We are proud
to be a small business and
part of a strong network of
small business in Chiswick.
All our products are handmade by our team of local
people at ‘Paint HQ’ in Chiswick, London, and designed
to charm our customers and
help them bring thought and
imagination to special occasions. We hope this news will
help spread the word locally
about what we do!”
“We are currently planning
our activities for Small Business Saturday itself. This will
include a pop-up with other
local small businesses, which
we are very excited about. In
the meantime, people can find
out more about us at www.
lovegiveink.com or on our
social media pages.”

The Southfield Liberal Democrat FOCUS team are urging
Chiswick residents to sign the
petition to press the UK government to do more to help
refugees. “Many people in the
Southfield ward are talking
about the refugee crisis involving many from Syria”
said a spokesman.
“Normally, when the Lib
Dems want to change something we would start our own
campaign and ask you to join
it. This time, we want the government to take action on the
refugee crisis as fast as possible, and that means everyone

signing the official government petition. This crisis isn’t
about politics, it’s about helping the tens of thousands of
people who have risked their
lives to escape conflict and violence. I think we have a duty
to help them.”
So far, more than 250,000
people have signed the petition already. Readers are
encouraged to visit https://
petition.parliament.uk/petitions/105991 to show their
support

Survey finds 79% of Londoners not doing enough exercise
- Almost eight in ten people
from London (79 per cent)
are not doing the amount of
average weekly exercise recommended by NHS guidelines, despite evidence that
taking part in regular exercise
can reduce a person’s risk of
developing dementia, according to a survey carried out by
Alzheimer’s Society to mark
London Memory Walk September 5th.
Research shows that taking

regular exercise is one of the
best things that can be done to
reduce the risk of getting dementia, yet 68% of Londoners (72% men, 64% women)
didn’t know that regular exercise and physical activity
could reduce the risk of people developing dementia.
NHS guidelines advise that
adults should take part in at
least 150 minutes of moderate
aerobic activity such as brisk
walking every week, but this
survey shows that only 18%
of people in London are fol-

lowing these guidelines (22%
men, 13% women), while
12% don’t participate in any
exercise at all during an average week.
The region with the lowest
number of people doing the
recommended amount of average weekly exercise is the
West Midlands - only 14%,
while the regions where most
people do the recommended
amount are the North West
and South West – 20%. People in London are the least
aware of the benefits of ex-

Apply online for school places in Borough
“Moving away from paper
applications has major benefits, as not only is it better for
the environment but is also
reduces administration costs.
Men wait for the offer of casual, cash in hand work in Hammersmith

Hammersmith & Fulham
council is asking Ravenscourt
Park residents whether they
want it to take on new powers against employing casual,
cash-in-hand labourers.
Residents have complained
about the growing numbers
of workers congregating in
roads around Ravenscourt
Park in the early mornings to
seek casual jobs.
The council is now consulting on whether to impose a
Public Spaces Protection Order. This would enable police
and council officers to target
would-be employers and issue on-the-spot fines of up to
£100.
“By targeting employers, we
hope to reduce the casual
work available, which should
reduce the numbers of people looking for this,” said
Cllr Mike Cartwright, H&F

Council’s Cabinet Member
for Crime and Anti-social Behaviour.
Officers would also be able to
fine the workers, although initially they would direct them
to services to help them to
find legitimate employment
and other support services.
Cllr Cartwright added, “Casual workers hired in this way
are often exploited, earning
less than the minimum wage
and exposed to unsafe working environments. We need to
help them into proper jobs.”
The order would apply to a
restricted area comprising
Ravenscourt Park, Ravenscourt Avenue, Ravenscourt
Road, Ravenscourt Place and
King Street between Ravenscourt Park and Ravenscourt
Road.
It would be prohibited to:
•
Approach any per-
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son in a public place within
the restricted area to offer
them, or with the intent to offer them, casual employment;
and
•
Loiter in the restricted area between 6am
and 11am, Monday to Saturday.
The order would be enforced
by the police and designated council officers, including neighbourhood wardens,
parks police and street scene
officers.
The consultation is open to
residents and regular users
of the Ravenscourt Park area.
The consultation ends on
Wednesday 17 September.
If the consultation shows support for the proposed order,
the new restrictions are expected to be in force by October.

The application process
for primary and secondary
school admissions is moving
completely online this year.
Parents are able to apply for
a 2016 school place using
e-admissions, the pan-London website for school admissions.

about key dates
-Information is stored securely and confidentially
-You can acceptyour child’s
place online
-The application cannot get
lost in the post

Applying online is designed
to make the process quicker and easier. The system is
simple to use and will prompt
you to fill in all the necessary
information, and you can review and make changes right
up until the closing date deadline.
Other benefits of applying online include:

Councillor Tom Bruce, Cabinet Member for Education
and Children’s Services, said:

-You can upload and attach
supporting documents for
your application
-You receive text reminders

“Like other local authorities,
we’ve taken the decision to
move our application process
completely online in order
to make the process easier
and quicker. It’s part of the
council’s work to increase the
number of services we provide digitally, now that more
residents than ever have access to the internet.

“We’re committed to supporting children to get the best
education possible, while also
embracing working in new
ways to make services for
better for residents.”
The council will be holding
an advice meeting For parents
of children entering reception
on Wednesday 25 November
from 10.30am to 4pm.
There will also be drop-in
sessions every Wednesday
from October to January at
the Civic Centre, where staff
will be on hand from 12pm to
4pm to assist parents with the
online application process.
The closing date for secondary school applications is Saturday 31 October 2015and for
primary school applications is
Friday 15 January 2016. For
full details of the online application process visit www.
hounslow.gov.uk/admissions

ercise in reducing the risk of
developing dementia (32%)
while the highest awareness
is in the South West (44%).

without dementia to get some
exercise and to meet other
people in your local community.”

Current evidence suggests
that an increase in physical
activity, along with increasing cognitive activity, eating
a healthy diet, not smoking
and management of diseases such as diabetes, have the
potential to reduce the risk
of dementia. These findings
have been reported in several
studies including a recent review of dementia risk factors
published in the Alzheimer’s
& Dementia Journal, as well
as the World Alzheimer’s Report 2014.

Actress Adele Silva will be
taking part in Alzheimer’s
Society’s first Memory Walk
in Leeds this Saturday (5th
September). She said: “I’ve
experienced first-hand the
devastating effect dementia
has on families, and it saddens me to think people aren’t
aware of simple things they
can do to reduce their risk of
developing this terrible condition. Evidence has shown
that taking regular exercise,
eating a healthy balanced diet
and not smoking can help
prevent dementia and can
also help people already living with the condition.

Dr Clare Walton, Research
Manager at Alzheimer’s Society said: “The results of
Alzheimer’s Society’s survey
are concerning, showing a
lack of awareness among the
general public of the benefits
of exercise. What’s good for
the heart is good for the head
and regular exercise is one of
the best ways to reduce your
risk of developing dementia,
yet many people questioned
didn’t know that.
“People living with dementia
should also try to keep physically active as it can bring
many benefits including improved circulation, reduced
stress and anxiety and better
sleep. Alzheimer’s Society’s
Memory Walks, taking place
throughout September, are a
great way for people with and

“This Saturday, I’ll be taking
part in Alzheimer’s Society’s
Leeds Memory Walk and I’ll
be walking for my wonderful Nan, who had dementia,
along with thousands of people walking for their loved
ones. It’s a great way to raise
vital funds to support others
living with the condition.”
Additional
London:

YouGov

Stats

• The poll finds that 24% of
Londoners take part in less
than 30 minutes of exercise
per week, while 12% do no
exercise whatsoever
• Only 32% recognised that
regular exercise and physical
activity can have a significant

impact on reducing the risk of
developing dementia
• 81% recognised that regular
exercise can have a significant impact on improving
overall fitness and maintaining a healthy lifestyle
• 77% said they thought regular exercise had a significant
impact on weight loss
• 65% said they felt exercise
could have a significant impact on preventing heart disease
• 54% recognised that exercise can reduce the likelihood
of developing diabetes
Activities such as brisk walking can contribute to the total
weekly exercise recommended by the NHS. Taking part in
an Alzheimer’s Society Memory Walk is a great way to get
active and raise money to
help support research and vital services for people living
with dementia. Alzheimer’s
Society’s Memory Walks are
taking place across England,
Wales and Northern Ireland
throughout September. To
sign up to your nearest walk
and start fundraising, visit
memorywalk.org.uk
Alzheimer’s Society provides
a range of services to support
people living with dementia.
Call the national helpline on
0300 222 1122 or email helpline@alzheimers.org.uk. For
more information about Alzheimer’s Society visit www.
alzheimers.org.uk.
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Thatched House back with big plans for community
The Thatched House is back
with its old landlord, a man
with plans to put the pub at
the heart of the community
again.
Tom Gavaghan has returned
to the pub in Dalling Road,
Hammersmith, since leaving
after six years in charge in
2008.
It had been known as the
Butcher’s Hook in his absence but he said it was important to bring the historic
name back.
“It’s about bringing the
Thatched House story back.
It’s been here for the past 160
years,” Tom said.
“It had lost its identity. I want
it waving its flag as part of
the community again. That’s
what pubs are: they’re the
heart of the community,
they’re landmarks, they’re
where people celebrate and

commiserate and share their
stories. It’s got to be part of
the community, that’s what
we do.”
One of Tom’s ideas to build
strong community ties is to
hold a Me Market on the
first Saturday of every month
where people can come and
talk about what they do and
share ideas.
He said: “If people have got
a book they can talk about it,
or if they’re a busker or an
actor… There are so many
skills, so much talent out
there and pubs are the place
to show that off.”
The first Me Market is
planned for early October
and Tom is working on other
ideas to reach out to the community and bring people together, including a Christmas
street party.

“This industry doesn’t always have to be about making money, that comes further
down the line,” he said.
His approach certainly seems
to work, The Andover Arms
in Aldensley Road, Hammersmith, which he’s owned
since 2007, was named Fuller’s Pub of the Year last year
and was recently the number
two pub to visit on the Trip
Advisor website.
He is now in charge of three
pubs; Tom took over the Lord
Palmerston in Tufnell Park in
April, before taking on the
Thatched House in July.
He is also setting up PubDoctor.com which helps struggling and new landlords make
successes of their pubs.
“It’s not just a job it’s a lifestyle. You’ve got to absolutely love it,” Tom said.

Heathrow’s new approach on expansion meets noise,
carbon and air quality targets
Heathrow’s plan “doesn’t force a choice between the environment and the economy - it will deliver for both”

Tom Gavaghan, returning landlord of the Thatched House

Heathrow has set out how its
plans for expansion are compatible with carbon emissions
targets, air quality limits and
will result in fewer people
being affected by noise than
today.
The Environmental Audit
Committee is conducting an
inquiry into the implications
for Government commitments on carbon emissions,
air quality and noise should
the Airports Commission’s
recommendation of a third
runway at Heathrow Airport
be adopted. Responding to the
consultation, Heathrow illustrated how an improved runway design from that rejected
in 2010 maximises the level
of respite that can be provided to local communities,
whilst reducing the number of
people affected by significant
noise by at least 200,000. The
plans also ensure there are no
more airport-related vehicles
on the road than there are
today - helping to make sure
that air quality limits are not
exceeded.
It’s an approach which has
been endorsed by the independent Airports Commission, who unanimously concluded in July this year that

a third runway should be
built at Heathrow. On carbon
emissions, the Commission
confirmed that Heathrow was
compatible with the government’s target of 37.5MtCO2
emissions from aviation by
2050, and that: “Heathrow’s
location and its much greater
public transport connectivity (both locally and to the
country as a whole) makes
it the most efficient location
in terms of carbon emissions
due to surface access.”
On noise, the Commission
found that an expanded
Heathrow can be better than
today, and that “a bigger
Heathrow would not inflict
more noise nuisance on more
people than it does today.”
The Airports Commission
also confirmed that Heathrow expansion can be delivered within air quality limits,
whilst Heathrow is confident
that it can deliver emissions
reductions targets surpassing
the conservative calculations
prepared by the Commission.
Taken in total, the measures
mean that Heathrow’s plan is
fair and deliverable, balancing the airport’s critical role
in helping British businesses
compete for global growth

and supporting a recovery
built on exports, skills and
investment, with the concerns
of those living nearby.
It will also give the airport
the ability to act as a catalyst
for environmental innovation, fast tracking research
and development. Heathrow
already hosts the world’s
largest single site car sharing
scheme, has the UK’s only
free airport public transport
travel zone and the UK’s first
publicly accessible hydrogen
refuelling site.
Matt Gorman, Director of
Sustainability, said:
“This is a plan which doesn’t
force a choice between the
environment and the economy - it will deliver for both.
We have gone back to the
drawing board, designed an
improved approach and put
forward a proposal for expansion unanimously recommended by the Airports Commission. A bigger Heathrow
will be a better Heathrow for
our local communities, compatible with carbon emissions
targets, air quality limits and
with fewer people impacted
by noise than today.”

Gunnersbury Park regeneration Community Interest Company formed

Tom Gavaghan outside the Thatched House

150 extra reception places provided
As part of Hounslow Council’s extensive schools expansion programme, this
September there are 150 extra
places available for reception
children.
These new reception classes are made up of two new
forms of entry at Hounslow
Heath Infant and Nursery
School, and one additional form of entry at St Paul’s
Church of England Primary
School, St Mary’s Catholic
Primary School, and Beavers
Community Primary School.
This will ultimately result in
1,050 permanent new school
places, as the school buildings now have the capacity
for these extra 30 students as
they move up through each
year.

In the next phase of the council’s expansion programme,
an additional seven forms
of entry for primary school
places will be delivered by
2020. The proposals to meet
this are through the building
of two new Free Schools and
the expansion of Wellington
Primary School by two forms
of entry.
Councillor Tom Bruce, Cabinet Member for Education
and Children’s Services,
Hounslow Council, said:
“We’re determined to make
sure every child in the borough receives the best education possible, and like most
London boroughs we have a
rapidly growing school-age
population. I’m delighted that
we are able to provide these
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extra places for the start of the
new school year.
“Given the current government policy we are unable
to build new local authority
schools. So as well as the expansion programme we are
also working with the Education Funding Agency to
ensure that any Free Schools
which come to the borough
are built in areas where school
places are most needed.”
According to this month’s
Do the Maths 2015 report by
London Councils, pupils in
London face a growing funding gap with 78,000 secondary and 34,000 more primary
places needed across the capital by 2020.

The regeneration of one of
London’s most popular parks
reached another milestone
this month when a new management company was formally incorporated to oversee
the long-term development of
Gunnersbury Park and Museum in Brentford.
The 72-hectare park, which
was originally purchased for
the nation from the Rothchild
family, has been open to the
public since 1926 and major
restoration work is now underway, thanks to funding
from the adjoining local authorities – Ealing and Hounslow – and from the Heritage
Lottery fund. Together, these
organisations have been exploring the best arrangements
for managing the estate and to
secure its long-term success.

A 2014 review of the options
recommended that a(CIC) be
established to take responsibility for the park and museum. A CIC provides freedom
for the park to operate in a
commercial manner, while at
the same time maintaining accountability through the two
councils currently managing
Gunnersbury. And, in addition to a number of financial
advantages, it allows local
residents an opportunity to be
in the driving seats on operational matters.
Councillor Ed Mayne, Hounslow
Council’s
Cabinet
Member for Public Health
and Leisure, explains: “Gunnersbury is one of West London’s best-loved parks and
it’s vitally important that we

make sure that we support the
investment that is being made
in restoration with a management organisation that can
successfully take it into the
21st century.”
Ealing Council’s leader,
Councillor Julian Bell, said:
“The future of the park will
be more secure now, with decisions being made quicker
allowing the park’s potential
to be maximised. The new
management approach also
means the park’s funding will
be protected from any changes in the budgets the council gets going forward and
they can reinvest any surplus
funds the park generates.”
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40 years on - Lynne Weedon
murder appeal

Lynne was discovered by a
local school caretaker whose
house overlooked the sub-station. Despite the horrific nature of her injuries, she was
still alive when police and
ambulance arrived at the
scene.

However, she never regained
consciousness and died at
West Middlesex Hospital a
week later on 10 September
1975. The cause of death was
a single blow to the head - her
skull had been smashed with
a heavy blunt instrument,
which was never recovered.
In July 2006, following a review and advances in technology, it was determined the
same DNA found on Lynne
had also been found in the
murder of Eve Stratford, and
the two investigations were
linked.
Eve died of neck injuries on
Tuesday, 18 March 1975,
aged 21. She was last seen
by witnesses walking near
her home in Lyndhurst Drive,
Leyton, E10, at 15:58hrs. It
was a snowy day and she appeared to be walking alone.
At 16:30hrs an occupant in
another flat at the converted house in Lyndhurst Drive
heard the voices of a man and
a woman in conversation. A
short while later the witness
recalled hearing a loud thud
noise coming from Eve’s
first-floor flat. Her body was
discovered by her boyfriend
at 17:20hrs in the bedroom.
Eve, who worked as a bunny

Gearing up for Ealing Half Marathon

Westfield shoppers could help shape the
future of medicine, says NHS doctor

could lead us to the killer.

“One phone call to the incident room could be all that it
takes to bring two bereaved
families closer to some closure or justice.

Lynne Weedon

girl, had a nylon stocking tied
around one ankle and a scarf
around her hands. Her neck
had been cut between eight
and 12 times. A post-mortem
examination held at Walthamstow Mortuary gave cause of
death as knife wounds to the
throat. There was no sign of
forced entry to the flat and no
weapon was ever recovered.

“I urge you to examine your
conscience and if you are wavering on making that call,
think of Eve’s family who
have now passed away and
Lynne’s parents who are in
their 80s and have endured 40
dreadful years not knowing
who murdered their daughter. Perhaps the person who
killed Lynne and Eve confided in you? Please do not keep
their secret for a day longer
and come forward.”
It is likely the suspect for
both murders is now in his
60s or 70s.

The murders remain unsolved
despite extensive enquiries
but officers hope the passage
of time may now encourage
someone to come forward
with information.

Detectives are keeping an
open mind but have previously said it is possible the killer
knew his victims, particularly
Eve who had a huge circle of
friends and acquaintances.

A £40,000 reward for information leading to the identification, arrest and prosecution of the person or people
responsible for the murders
remains on offer.

It is also thought the murderer had knowledge of
the Hounslow area - the alleyway and sub-station are
away from busy areas. It appears the motive was sexual
- Lynne had been raped, and
it is likely Eve had also been
raped although officers have
not been able to rule out consensual sex.

Investigating officer Detective Chief Inspector Noel
McHugh, from the Homicide
and Major Crime Command
(HMCC), said: “An extraordinary amount of time has
passed since Lynne and Eve
were murdered, and I am still
confident that someone out
there has information which
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Anyone with information
is asked to call the incident
room on 020 8785 8099 or
Crimestoppers anonymously
on 0800 555 111.

Ealing Council is preparing
for the return of the award
winning Ealing Half Marathon on Sunday, 27 September 2015.
With only a few places left,
the marathon will attract up
to 7,000 runners, thousands
of spectators and hundreds of
volunteers to the borough to
take part and support the race.
Many of the runners are raising money for charity.
Starting in Lammas Park at
9am, the 13.1 mile course
will cover parts of Montpelier, Pitshanger, Central Ealing and Hanwell before returning to Lammas Park via
Uxbridge Road.
Working with the event organisers the council will help
minimise disruption to residents. To ensure the safety of
participants and spectators,
all the roads that the event

passes through will be closed
to traffic at some stage during
the event.
There will be a rolling road
closure in operation and
where possible the road will
be re-opened 30 minutes after the last runner has passed
by. The first roads will close
from 8am on the day of the
event and it is expected that
all roads will re-open by 1pm.
Buses that operate in the area
will be on diversion from
7.30am until 1pm on the day
of the event.
Councillor Julian Bell, leader of Ealing Council, said:
“The Ealing Half Marathon
is a great community event
for the borough. I’m pleased
we are able to support it for
a fourth year, working with
race organisers to minimise
disruptions to residents and
provide a challenging course

for participants. It’s a fantastic opportunity for residents
to be active in their local
area while raising money and
awareness for chosen charities. If you’re not one of the
thousands taking part, I encourage you to come forward
and take up opportunities to
help out on race day.”
The council has written to
residents who will be affected by road closures, so they
can plan ahead for the day.
Road signs are also on display. Some disruption to local
traffic should be expected and
residents are advised to check
the course route, and anticipated road closure times for
their area.
For more information about
Ealing Half Marathon visit
www.ealinghalfmarathon.
com.

Doctors from Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust
are asking Westfield shoppers to take part in medical
research – and help change
someone’s life.
From helping a tiny baby take
their first breaths, to providing treatments and support to
a family coping with dementia, research underpins medicine across all ages.
However this research is only
made possible with the participation of patients and the
public.

This research can involve
anything from taking a new
type of treatment, to filling
in a questionnaire about your
health.
On Friday September 18th,
NHS doctors and nurses from
the trust, which includes
Charing Cross and St Mary’s
Hospital, will be at Westfield
London, Shepherd’s Bush,
talking to shoppers about the
fantastic, life-changing research that takes place in the
NHS – and how they can get
involved.

Dr Sonya Abraham, a consultant from Imperial College
Healthcare NHS Trust said:
‘Research is an everyday part
of the NHS, and is crucial to
developing better treatments
for patients, and keeping people healthy. However, this
crucial research can only take
place with the help of patients
and the public. And by taking
part in research you are helping future generations beat
diseases such as arthritis,
cancer, diabetes and dementia.’

Dukes Meadows: Council to
consider ‘More Effective’ ways
of dealing with travellers

Hounslow Council leader
Steve Curran says the council
needs to consider more ‘effective ways’ of dealing with
unlawful occupation of land
by travellers. Over the summer, Dukes Meadows has had
a number of families from the
travelling community pitching up and occupying land in
and around its grounds.
Cllr Curran said, “Regular
users of Duke’s Meadow will
be aware that we have had a
number of difficulties this
summer in this much-loved
park. In particular we experienced incursions by travellers
and an increased level of reports of anti-social behaviour

which have generated many
complaints.
“We believe that we need
to consider more effective
methods of dealing with such
problems and to build on the
excellent work that the Dukes
Meadows Trust have done to
revitalise the parklands.
“Our aim at the Chiswick
Area Forum on 8 September
is simply to introduce our intention to draw up a masterplan for increasing use of the
park and to establish what improvements are required and
the ways we can fund them.
We are firmly committed to

developing the masterplan
with the local community
– including local councillors and the Dukes Meadow
Trust. This is the start of the
discussion not the end and we
intend to engage the Trust in
this process, including the selection and brief for the masterplanners.
“Dukes Meadows is an incredible asset for our residents and we will ensure that
everyone who has an interest
will have their say.”
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HOUNSLOW COUNCIL NEWS.

EALING COUNCIL NEWS.

For those of you that live in the Hounlsow Council area of Chiswick...

The search for the Apprentice
2015 is on!

This year the council is offering around 30 apprenticeship
places for young people looking for a vibrant alternative to
higher education. Apprenticeships are available in a range
of departments from ICT
to engineering. Candidates
are being urged not to delay
in applying for the coveted
trainee posts, with deadlines
looming. Successful applicants will start work later this
year.
Apprenticeships offer people
the chance to earn while they
learn, with workers getting
invaluable workforce experience. As well as getting paid,
apprentices study for qualifications which can help them
further their careers.
Successful applicants enjoy a
raft of benefits including holiday pay, the chance to earn
NVQ qualifications and, in
some cases, university foundation year qualifications.
The placements last for between one and four years, depending on the role.
Simone Harrington is coming to the end of a year-long
apprenticeship at Hounslow

Council and has just passed
an NVQ qualification.
She has so impressed staff
that she has earnt a place
as a finalist in the London
Councils Best Contribution
by a New Apprentice award.
She will find out whether she
has won the coveted title at
a glitzy ceremony at Canary
Wharf later this month.
The 18-year-old has been
given another year’s contract
with the council working as a
business support officer.
She said: “It’s been a great
year and I’m really pleased to
be asked to stay on. I went to
college after finishing school
but I just had absolutely no
idea what I wanted to do so
I sort of jumped around from
course to course.
“But the apprenticeship has
been perfect for me. I have
friends who have been to
university and then just come
back and work in the same
shop where they worked before.
“With an apprenticeship you
earn money rather than running up debts and I really like
it here. It’s definitely where I

want to be. I have had amazing support, especially from
my manager Theresa Gragousian.
Councillor Sue Sampson,
Cabinet Member for Communities, Hounslow Council,
said: “My congratulations to
Simone - making it to the finals of a regional competition
is a real achievement.
“The fact that she’s staying
on at the council is testimony
to how hard she’s worked.
“I would encourage anyone
who does not want to go
down the higher education
route into work to strongly
consider applying to become
a Hounslow Council apprentice. It improves your skills,
you can earn a wage, get
formal qualifications and can
lead to some exciting career
prospects.”
To find out more information about these posts, please
contact Apprenticeship Coordinator Tomi Moronkola at
tomi.moronkola@hounslow.
gov.uk or call 020 8583 6036.
Applications can also be
made online at www.hounslow.gov.uk/index/jobs.htm

Council apologises for Lionel
Road Development letter error

Residents living around the
proposed Lionel Road development site in Brentford for
Brentford FC’s new stadium
and new homes were sent
a consultation letter by the
council this week.

However, due to an error by

the council’s external printers, only half the letter was
printed.
Residents will now receive a
new letter next week (w/c 7
September), which includes
an extended deadline for any
responses to the consultation.

Councillor Steve Curran,
Leader of Hounslow Council, said: “We are very sorry
about this. I am really angry
about it. We will be seeking
full compensation for the cost
of having to send the letter out
again. It is not acceptable.”
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Don’t let a child miss
out on education

Hounslow Council is launching a community-wide bid to
ensure all young people are
receiving a suitable education.
Children missing education
are those aged five to 16 who
are not on a school roll or receiving an alternative education and who have been out
of any form of education for a
period of four weeks or more.
Recent reports indicate that
children missing out on education may be facing an
increased risk of harm or exploitation, including forced
marriage, genital mutilation,
sexual exploitation and radicalisation.
This is in addition to the
damaging consequences of a
missed or disrupted education
on a child’s academic success
and future employment prospects.
Councillor Tom Bruce, Houn-

slow Council’s Cabinet
Member for Education and
Children’s Services, said:
“As a local authority, it’s our
responsibility to make sure
that all school aged children
are receiving a good education so they can get the best
possible start in life.
“By making this a community wide issue we hope to
draw upon the support of
parents and families within
Hounslow and to spread the
message of the importance of
education so that every child
has the opportunity to fulfil
their potential.”
If you are concerned about a
child who is not in education
or you are not sure if they are,
please contact the children
missing education officer
on 020 8583 2768 or email
cme@hounslow.gov.uk

For those of you that live in the Ealing Council area of Chiswick...

Ealing shortlisted for five
transport awards

Ealing Council has been
shortlisted in five categories
in the National Transport
Awards, including Local Authority of the Year.
Competing with more than
360 other entries, the council
made the final shortlist in the
following five categories:
Local Authority of
the Year
Road Safety, Traffic
Management and Enforcement (Cycle Safety Shield)
Excellence in Cycling and Walking (Biking
Schools)
Contribution to Sustainable Transport (Biking
Schools)
Excellence in Technology (Cycle Safety Shield)
Two of the nominations were
for the council’s innovative
work to develop the use of
the Cycle Safety Shield – a
collision avoidance system

that the council has fitted to
its HGVs to alert drivers if
cyclists, pedestrians or motorcyclists are in danger.
The council is the first organisation to fit the system, powered by Mobileye, to all its
vehicles. The council’s highway maintenance company,
Murrill Construction Ltd, has
also fitted the system to all its
vehicles and waste and recycling contractors Amey have
agreed to do the same.
The Biking Schools programme also secured the
borough’s place in two more
categories. The programme,
which is the first of its kind in
London, means all pupils at
participating schools undertake compulsory cycle training. A cycling coach visits
the school each week to provide help and advice, holding
cycle maintenance sessions,
organising bike rides and run-

ning after school clubs and
competitions.
Cabinet member for transport, environment and leisure,
Councillor Bassam Mahfouz,
said: “It’s an honour for us to
be shortlisted in so many categories for these prestigious
awards. Our biking schools
programme is getting children and their families active,
proving to be transformational; whilst the innovative
Cycle Safety Shield is a vital
piece of kit making a world
of difference in creating safer streets for pedestrians, cyclists and other road users.”

Ealing Council has announced the extension of its
leisure pass to local people
with caring responsibilities,
adding it to the benefits it offers those who give unpaid
care to friends and family in
the borough.
The leisure pass gives discounts of up to 50% for adults
and 33% for children in the
borough’s sports and leisure
centres. Carers with a leisure
pass will also be able to pay
reduced fees at Ealing’s public golf courses, Will to Win
tennis in Pitshanger Park and
Eight Level Health and Fitness, Southall.
In addition, pass holders receive concessions on CDs,
talking books and language
course hire at the borough’s
libraries, as well as a reduced
rate for book reservations.
Leisure passes are already
available to senior citizens,
those on income support or
unemployment benefit (six

month pass only) and employee support allowance.
Full-time students also benefit; as do adult and child
dependents of leisure pass
holders.
Annual passes cost £4.10 for
an adult pass and £2.05 for
a child pass. Applications
should be made in person at
any facility managed by Everyone Active. The full list
of facilities managed by Everyone Active is available at
www.ealing.gov.uk/leisurepass.
Those applying as carers
must either produce a letter
from the Department of Work
and Pensions if they are in receipt of a carers benefit, or a
letter from Ealing adult social services confirming their
role as a carer.
Councillor Hitesh Tailor,
cabinet member for health
and adults services, said: “I
am delighted to announce
this latest support from Eal-

ing Council. I fully recognise what carers give up to
look after their loved ones
and this can result in financial and emotional pressures.
Extending the leisure pass
in this way is just one of the
ways that we can help and say
thank you for everything that
they do.
“As well as the leisure pass,
Ealing Council offers a range
of other support to eligible
carers, such as respite care,
a discount on council tax, a
special parking permit and
access to Ealing’s handyperson scheme. Carers do a lot
for Ealing and I am pleased
that Ealing can give something back to them.”
For more information on the
support and benefits available to carers in Ealing, go
to www.ealing.gov.uk/carers,
email sscallcentre@ealing.
gov.uk or call 020 8825 8000.

The winners of the awards
will be announced at an event
in London on Thursday, 8
October. The full shortlist is
available at: www.transporttimesevents.co.uk

Ealing carers receive discounts
on sports and leisure

Get composting!
Residents are being reminded
about the benefits of composting and discounts available for compost bins this
summer.

Autumn is an excellent time
to compost. Grass cuttings,
fallen fruit and prunings can
all be recycled over the coming months to produce compost which is ideal for spring
planting.
And Ealing Council, in partnership with Straight Plc, is
offering residents reduced
prices on compost bins. Prices start at £17.68 plus delivery. Wormeries, water butts
and kitchen caddies are also
available. Telephone 0845
130 60 90 for further details
or visit www.ealing.getcomposting.com
It is important to have a good
mixture of materials to make
a good quality compost. As
well as green garden waste,

fruit and vegetable peelings;
egg shells, tea bags, pet hair,
and even shredded paper
can be composted. To make
good compost, try to aim for
a 50/50 mix of green and
brown.
Councillor Bassam Mahfouz,
cabinet member for transport,
environment and leisure,
said: “Composting is a very
environmentally friendly way
of disposing of your garden
prunings and cuttings, as well
as vegetable peelings. It’s an
inexpensive and natural process and does wonders for
gardens.

“Currently, as much as one
third of all black bag tonnage
is food waste and last year we
wasted £8million on landfill
charges. I am asking residents
to do their bit to help bring
this cost down by recycling,
composting and using our
weekly food waste collection. Together, this will help

to reduce the non-recyclable
waste we pay to dispose of
each year, saving money and
helping the environment.”
Ealing Council’s food waste
collection service will stay
weekly when the refuse and
recycling service switches to
alternate weekly collections
next spring.
Ealing Council also offers a
fortnightly chargeable garden
waste collection. The scheme
runs from 1 April to 31 March
and has an annual charge of
£60 (with a 25% discount for
residents who are over 65).
Subscriptions from 1 October to 31 March are charged a
discounted rate of £45.
For more information on the
garden waste scheme, our
food waste collection service
and composting visit www.
ealing.gov.uk/recycling.
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MONEY MATTERS.

LOCAL NEWS - Ruth Cadbury MP.
sure that promises are kept and that West Mid
does not become the “poor relation”.
Cycling: My role as co-chair of the All-Party
Cycling Group meant I met the Prime Minister following yet another death-by-lorry to discuss the issue of cycle safety in our towns and
cities. We are seeking enforcement of existing
safety regulation for lorries, better cab design
but most importantly, peak hour lorry bans.
He was definitely listening and spoke to the
Secretary of State for Transport immediately
afterwards. This will be a key issue for our
autumn programme of meetings. Mayor of
London, Boris Johnson released a number of
measures on September 1st including a ban on
left-turns at key junctions. It’s a start, but still
not involving the ban.

End of summer update
Heathrow: The threat of an additional runway
is perhaps the most significant issue for our
area – and one that is a step closer, but by no
means a done deal. The Davies Commission
report was released in July saying that all three
options are deliverable but that Heathrow is
preferable. My views are set out in an article for “Progress” magazine that (if you are
on-line) you can see here. The final decision
will be made by Cameron, apparently before
Christmas. A cross-party campaign is building up, led by our group of West London MPs
and the campaign groups including HACAN.
Our letter to the PM calling him to re-open the
commission on the flawed area of air quality
was published in the Evening Standard.
With HACAN we have produced a leaflet that
will go door-to-door in each borough, with a
map showing how the new flight paths will affect each area and announcing the big London
rally taking place on Saturday 10th October.
The leaflet delivery costs money that HACAN
doesn’t have so support is welcome. I have
contributed towards this from my “pay increase”. You can help too by sending a cheque
to ‘HACAN No Third Runway’, 13 Stockwell
Road, London SW9 9AU. Or a Direct Bank
Transfer to Barclays. Account name: HACAN
Sort Code: 20 72 17. A/c no: 83261271 It
helps HACAN to have your address and your
email address.
NHS Issues: Concerns about hospital changes in West London continue, and with four
other West London Labour MP’s, I met Jane
Ellison the Health Minister and senior NHS
officials in July to express our concern about
the implications of the continuing programme
to downgrade the A&Es at Charing Cross and
Ealing and move services to St Mary’s and
other sites. Jeremey Hunt still refuses to meet
MPs representing affected constituencies. As
things stands the plans are going ahead but the
timetable is slipping. The business case for the
whole “Shaping a Healthier Future” project
looks risky as there does not appear to be the
capital or revenue costs to make it work.
Hospitals are by no means the only health issue around and I have had really useful meetings with the Clinical Commissioning Group
(the GPs holding the local health budget),
West Middlesex Hospital, the Community
Mental Health Trust and Healthwatch Hounslow. There is lots of work going on to keep
older and frail people from spending time in,
or returning to hospital, unnecessarily, through
community-based joint work between medical
and social care services. It’s also helpful to
know that the desperately under-funded mental health service here is to get a significant
budget uplift. It remains to be seen, however,
whether this will be enough. On September
1st the West Middlesex Hospital was taken
over by Chelsea and Westminster Hospital.
The proposal has been to Hounslow and Hammersmith Council Scrutiny committees and
there appears to be no risk that services will
be lost from West Mid, in fact the opposite
as there is more physical room there than at
Chelsea to expand services. Nevertheless I
will continue to monitor the situation, to en-

Housing: It will come as no surprise that Housing problems top the list of issues that constituents bring to my surgeries, brought about by
an absolute shortage of suitable affordable
housing and the withdrawal of housing benefit
and tax credits. Many working families can
no longer afford to pay local rents and they
join the many sick and disabled people who
are being evicted and having to move either a
long way away, or to wholly unsuitable housing. I attended a debate in Westminster on the
housing crisis in London and I am working
with Hounslow Councillors on solutions, including to increase the number of affordable
homes delivered in new developments. It goes
without saying that I am wholly opposed to the
Government proposal to force the Right-toBuy on Housing Associations as it will further
diminish the stock of affordable housing but
the scheme is also expected to force Councils
to sell their most valuable homes when they
fall vacant. Complete madness.
Community events and meetings: Over the last
couple of months I have been to a host of wonderful community events; school, community
and street fairs, festivals; Iftar and Eid meals
and the London Mela. I’ve cycled to central
London with fellow Hounslow Cycling Campaign members for Ride London, met politicians and diplomats from Pakistan, Somalia,
the Netherlands and India, welcomed the Irish
Guards to Hounslow barracks, and celebrated
Brompton Bikes Queen’s award for Industry.
I have met community volunteers at the British Heart Foundation shop, Super Saturday of
Sport, Brentford Festival, Friends of Beaversfield Park and celebrated the 30th anniversary
of Gunnersbury Triangle nature reserve. I have
also met local residents’ campaigners from
Brent Lea, Keep Osterley Green, Great West
Quarter and Mogden.
Meeting residents: I go out every other weekend, often with local Councillors, meeting
voters on their doorsteps and following up the
issues they raise with me. These range from
rubbish and potholes, to Heathrow noise and
the Refugee crisis. I’ve not been able to sort
all of the problems immediately although we
have had some victories with grotspots being
cleared up and people in need of help getting
the right support.
Labour Leadership elections and Mayoral
selection: I am supporting Yvette Cooper because she has the best chance of being Labour’s next Prime Minister, Stella Creasy
because of her ability to turn local campaigns
such as pay-day loans, into legislative success
and Sadiq Khan, because like me, he opposes
the third runway at Heathrow and that will be
the biggest issue in the Mayoral election.
MP’s Office: We are seeking a suitable space
in the constituency to use as an office and
place to meet constituents, meanwhile my
staff are all based in Westminster. I hold fortnightly surgeries in different venues, where I
see people who have contacted my office and
would like to meet me.
I hope you find this update helpful, feel free
to share with friends who may not see it and
do contact me if you have any comments or
I can help.
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Money Matters with Dr P Singh

Ruth joins Tania Mathias in TideFest
event for ‘London’s River’
Two newly elected West London MPs will be
the guests of honour at this year’s TideFest to be
held along the Tidal Thames on September 20th.
Wildlife organisations, river and environmental
groups and community associations have invited
Brentford and Isleworth MP Ruth Cadbury (Lab)
and Twickenham MP Dr Tania Mathias (Con) to
this second, bigger TideFest where they will be
taking part in some of the wide array of activities
on offer and helping out with the prize giving.
TideFest is a new River Thames event which took
place for the first time last year on World Rivers
Day to highlight the recreational importance of
the Thames to Londoners. TideFest 2015 takes
place at Strand on the Green, Chiswick, Kew
and at other locations along the Thames Tideway. TideFest is part of the month long Totally
Thames festival and is supported by the Thames
Tunnel Now Coalition, Thames Tideway Tunnel
and Thames Water.
The activities are planned to run from from 10am
– 6pm and are open to all.
• The marquees on the riverside embankment
at Strand on the Green will host displays on the
Thames Tideway, historical artefacts collected by local archivists, painting by local artists,
children’s activities, live fish tanks and an information point with material available from environmental and wildlife groups and the Port of
London Authority.
• Visitors will also be able to benefit from discounted or free access to three great West London
attractions by simply turning up with a TideFest
programme or mentioning TideFest when booking. The discounts are available at the popular
London Wetland Centre in Barnes and the award
winning London Museum of Water and Steam in
Brentford whilst Thames Water have agreed to
open the doors to their internationally important
wetland nature reserve at Kempton.
• Stand Up Paddleboarding. Organised by Active 360 with pre-booked sessions from 11am for
those new to paddleboarding, an Eco tour from
Kew to Hammersmith and an evening river tour
to Richmond. There will be a race at Strand on
the Green at 4.30pm.
• Kayak Taster Sessions by Edge Paddling where
newcomers can simply turn up from 11am and try
kayaking with qualified coaches.
• The prestigious Thames Tideway Angling
Championship takes place from 9.30am to
2.30pm at Strand on the Green and Barnes. 50
top anglers from across the UK will be taking part
and spectators are welcome.
• On the Foreshore there will be children’s ac-

Money Matters special feature: equity options for turbulent markets
MP Dr Tania Mathias

tivities including river dipping, seine netting,
water testing and games designed to explain and
increase understanding of what’s going on in the
river run by the environmental charity Thames
21. A series of highly informative Archaeological
Walks and tour of Oliver’s Island will be held in
the afternoon from 12 noon onwards at Strand on
the Green.
• The London Wildlife Trust is once again offering people a rare chance to visit their nature
reserve on Isleworth Ait. (Further details to be
announced)
• At 6pm the SoTG Sailing Club hold their annual
TideFest Challenge Trophy competition. Spectators welcome.
• The River Thames Society is organising four
one hour boat trips around the Tideway islands
leaving from Kew Pier on the historic Thames
launch the Windrush. Guided commentary included. Trips leave at 11am, 12.15, 1.30 and 2.45
(advance booking required)
Ruth Cadbury MP said:
“Along with thousands of local residents, I understand the importance of the Thames. I run
along it and I have learnt to Kayak down it. Its
importance to my constituents and the entire
city cannot be underestimated. For centuries the
Thames helped build the London economy. It is
great that so many organisations have come together to celebrate the potential of the Thames
and to press for a cleaner river so future generations can benefit. The Thames is a green lung for
London, and we must protect and value it.”
Dr Tania Mathias added:
“I’ve lived by the River Thames since I was a
child and I am a big supporter of scientists in my
constituency of Twickenham who monitor the
River Crane. I am passionate about the wildlife
that I see every day and I am a frequent visitor
of the Swan Sanctuary. The river is the life force
running through our city and it will always be
important to me as a resident and a London MP.
I am delighted to support this celebration of the
Thames and all it offers us.”
TideFest organiser Martin Salter from the Angling Trust said:
“This is an event that keeps on growing and
which aims to help reconnect Londoners with
their river. The Thames holds 120 different species of fish and is home to a tremendous array
of birds and other wildlife yet far too few people
are aware of what an amazing resource we have
on our doorsteps. We are particularly pleased this
year to be welcoming our two local MPs both of
whom have a keen interest in the health of the
river.”

Holding shares exposes investors to the risk of substantial
loss of their investment if the
share price plummets.
Markets correct and bubbles
burst – sometimes spectacularly as we saw in the global
crisis of 2007, and in China,
and more recently, substantial
price declines in UK equity
markets. Often these shifts are
accompanied by heightened
volatility in equity prices.
Equity losses are also the consequence of all-too-frequent
corporate scandals and corporate mismanagement. Just
remember Tesco, RBS, CPP,
Yell and so on. Unlike fat
cat directors abandoning their
sinking corporate ship with lucrative pay-offs, shareholders
often go down with it, taking
their worthless shares with
them.
Options in shares offer a way
for shareholders to limit their
loss from volatile and declining share prices. They give
holders of options the right,
but not the obligation, to sell
their shares at a previously
agreed price. For example,
Tesco shares were trading at
around £3 in June 2014, but
had sunk to around £1.50 by
December.
A holding of say 10000 shares
would have been
worth £30000 in
June, but would
have fallen to
just £15000 in
December, a loss
of half their value. An investor
could have protected against this
loss by buying
put options, with
a strike price of
£3.00.
These puts would
have enabled him
to sell his shares
for £3 in December even though
his Tesco’s shares
had sunk to a market price of £1.50. This 50%
gain in the value of his put
options would have offset the
50% loss in the value of his
shares, so in aggregate, he
would have lost nothing by the
fall in the market price of his
shares from £3.00 to £1.50
Options are therefore analogous to insurance, and not
surprisingly, like insurance,
they require the payment of a
premium by the buyer for protection.
Buyers of protection can also
protect against the risk of
share prices rising, by buying
call options.
Call options give prospective
share buyers the right, but not
the obligation, to buy shares at

the lower share price instead
of the higher share price. For
example, assume it’s December 2014 and Tesco’s shares
are at £1.50 each. You think
they have hit rock bottom so
now is a good time to buy but
you don’t have enough money
yet to invest. You therefore
decide to buy a call option giving you the right not the obligation, to buy 10000 shares at
any time during the next three
months at £1.50 each.		
			
In early March 2015, you
have the necessary funds so
you buy 10000 Tesco shares
at the option price of £1.50.
The market price per share has
risen to £2.50. At this price,
you could buy shares at £1.50
under the terms of the call
option, then immediately sell
them at £2.50 so bag yourself
a £1 profit per share, giving
you an instant return on your
investment of £10000, less the
cost of the call option.
Instead of buying, options can
be sold, providing premium
income. Selling options has
its risks however - in the same
way an insurance company
selling insurance finds that it
must pay out more on claims
than it received in premium
income.
One way to protect against

this risk is to hold the underlying shares on which you sell
options. For example, if you
sell a March 2015 call option
on 10000 Tesco shares (that
you own) giving the holder
the right to buy shares from
you at £1.50, you will receive
premium (say 10p per share).
As long as the share price remains below £1.50 a share,
you will keep the premium of
£1000 (1000 x 10p) because it
is cheaper for the option holder to buy Tesco shares in the
market than off you.
If, however, Tesco shares rise,
say to £2.50 each, the holder
will claim 10000 shares off
you and pay you only £1.50
for each one as agreed in the
call option sale (paying you
£15000 in total). If you did

not hold these shares, you
would have to buy them in
the market at £2.50 each – a
cost to you of £25000, and
sell them to the option holder
for £15000 (£1.50 per share
as agreed in the option sale).
You would then suffer a cash
loss of £10000 less the £1000
option premium. Selling options ‘naked’ (without the underlying shares) is therefore
a dangerous strategy. Selling
options whilst holding the underlying shares (covered option writing) is much safer.
Last year, Mike Ashley, used
his company, Sports Direct, to
sell a put on 23 million Tesco
shares. The buyer of the put
was the ubiquitous investment
bank, Goldman Sachs. The
premium paid, the period of
the option, and the exercise
price, were all undisclosed.
What is known is Sports Direct had to pay Goldman
Sachs for a fall in the value of
23 million Tesco shares – up
to £43 million if the shares became worthless before the option expired. In the meantime,
Ashley pocketed a substantial
premium and will keep it as
long as Tesco’s share price is
above the put exercise price.
Ashley has in effect taken
an upbeat view on the future
direction of Tesco’s shares.
Selling a put option is therefore the equivalent of owning
shares. The chart on
the right shows his
vision of Tesco’s
share price has not
always been right in
2015.
To exercise their
right to sell the Tesco shares, Goldman
might have to wait
until the option expires (a European
style option) or they
might be able to sell
at any time prior to
the option’s expiry
date (an American
style option). Being
able to exercise at
any time gives Goldman a greater chance
of exercising at a gain (and so
of Ashley losing money) so
American options command a
higher premium. 			
			
Call and put options can be
used in many combinations.
For example, an iron condor
is the purchase and sale of two
pairs of puts and calls; a straddle is the sale or purchase of a
put and a call pair at the same
exercise; a call butterfly is the
purchase and sale of two pairs
of call options at three different strike prices.
Which option combination to
use is often determined by the
expectation of the future direction of a share and the volatility of its price, and whether
the aim is to protect or spec-

ulate. For example, if a company’s share price is expected
to drop, a put would be bought
as protection. To offset the
cost of the put premium, a put
could be sold. For additional
income, a call option could
be sold, and to hedge the risk
of the naked call, a call could
be bought (sounds a familiar
combination? It’s an iron condor).
Options exist for most large
companies and for different
time periods extending up to
a couple of years or more into
the future. They also exist
for equity indices such as the
FTSE100 and S&P 500, enabling option holders to benefit from market-wide movements in equity prices.
As we have seen, options are
used as insurance. They can
also be used to make money
from speculation - gambling.
Some call this euphemistically, educated guessing, but it’s
still gambling. It’s quite possible that your fund manager is
using equity options for speculation and/or hedging - without
your knowledge. If they are
competent, it might be safer
financially for you to let them
do this instead of you.
If you try yourself, it’s essential you understand the risks
and features of the options
before you trade. There are
many brokers who provide online options trading platforms,

and they usually include a free
dummy account where you
can try out options trades before risking your own money.
Being brokers, they make
money off you from every
option you purchase or sell
through them, and from the
interest earned on money you
must deposit with them to
cover large trading losses you
might incur. They also make
a pile of money off you from
the poor market order prices
at which they execute your
purchases and sales (relative
to what they get themselves
from market makers). Transaction costs must therefore be
factored into the net gain or
loss of all your trades, especially commissions as these
can quickly mount in frequent
trading.
Holding an option can achieve
the same effect as holding a
share but with the benefits of
a much smaller cash outlay
and a smaller capital loss if the
share price plummets. Buying
10000 shares at £3 will cost
£30000. Buying the shares
using call options will cost
just £3000 if an option is 30p
per share. If the shares subsequently rise to £4, and you sell
your entire holding, you will
make a return of 33% on your
investment. If you had used
options instead, the £10000
gain on an outlay of £3000,
would represent a return of
333% (ten times greater). This
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substantially higher return on
capital invested using options
is called leverage. It occurs
because options enable you to
buy a share worth more than
your initial outlay, i.e., you
have the right to a £3 share
but pay just 30p (one tenth the
share’s value).
If the share price instead
plummeted to £2, the loss on
the share holding would be
£10000, representing a loss on
investment of 33%. If options
to buy 10000 shares had been
used instead, the loss would
be limited to the premium
paid - £3000. The option strategy would have cost less than
1/3rd of the share purchase
strategy.
Options last for a limited time
so will need to be renewed at
their expiry with payment of
a further premium – possibly
a higher premium, whereas holding of corresponding
shares is a one-off payment
and they may be held for as
long as you choose. Holding
shares also has the benefit of
paying dividends and voting
rights (ordinary shares).
Using options has its advantages but so does direct holdings of shares. As is often the
case, one needs to understand
their relative advantages and
disadvantages in achieving
your personal investment strategy.
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A day of Health Living
by Jane lawrenson

sults fast and is very popular with top models and celebrities. It improves posture and
alignment no matter what your fitness level.
Barrecore is intelligent exercise, integrating
the fat-burning format of interval training
with static stretches after each major muscle
is worked.
The studio at Barrecore

With holidays just around the corner, I decided to try a day of healthy living. Think lots of
green juices, an exercise class and to top it all
of a bit of a pamper.

feel

amazing

enjoy 2 weeks

for just £30
Roko Health Club Chiswick Bridge

at the University of Westminster Sports Ground

call us now on 0208 747 5750 or visit roko.co.uk
indoor pool =full spa facilities =huge gym =over 60 fitness classes per week

=
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In Chiswick we are spoilt for choice and I’m
not adverse to a morning swim and a salad for
lunch and the odd Yoga lesson, In fact I live
quite a healthy lifestyle in general but my one
fear is the exercise class! I’m just not one to
be going to a class on a regular basis and I
envy the toned women that I see in Chiswick
High Road, knowing that they put the effort in
to achieve that look. I guess I need a bit more
discipline!

I decided to bite the bullet and try something
a little different from Yoga and Pilates so I
booked into Barrecore in Chiswick.
Turnham Green is home to the fourth barrecore London studio and gives West London
residents local access to classes for the first
time. Not only will regular barrecore classes
allow them to achieve the famous strong and
lean ‘barre body’, it will also bring about a
sense of health and wellbeing that is unique
to this practice.
Barrecore is a 60 minute class which gets re-

There are ten different Barrecore classes, so
after some friendly advice and as a beginner,
I decided on barrecoreMIXED which is a low
impact, full body, interval training program
using isometric exercises alternated with
stretching. Movements are done using your
own body weight as resistance and/or small
equipment and high repetition to overload the
muscle and then stretched out to create a longer looking and lean physique.
After a workout why not let your beauty products carry on the good work? Have a refreshing shower with Weleda’s new Arnica Sports
Shower Gel ( £7.95 from Health Stores, Whole
Foods, Holland & Barrett etc) It contains lavender & Rosemary oil and revives after exercise, while the organic arnica soothes tired
muscles. Follow it up with the Weleda’s Arnica Massage Oil (£11.95) to ease weary limbs.

Clarins have great oils and washes for the
body too. Try the Tonic Bath & Shower Concentrate; a concentrated cleansing treatment
activates with the heat of a warm bath or
shower—releasing the invigorating, aromatic
virtues of Rosemary, Mint and Geranium and
finish with Tonic Body Oil (£40:00) which
firms and tones and smells like you have had a
spa visit. Massage into damp skin after showering and let it get to work. Find the range at
www.clarins.co.uk

If, after a workout you enjoy a bit of pampering then I would recommend City Swish to
you.
This is a great service offering a range of
beauty, hair and massage services that visit
you in your home or workplace. The girls are
really friendly and they bring everything that
they need with them.
I had the mani/pedi and it was better than I expected. Really good attention to detail and it’s
so nice to be sitting in your own front room- (
especially after a pedicure!)
Just go to www.cityswish.com and book your
preferred time, enter your details and tick
which treatments you want to have. It’s a
simple as that. There are lots of treatments to
choose from too! You could book a massage,
waxing, tanning, mani/pedis and even hair appointments are all on there!
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BEAUTY, FITNESS & HEALTH. By Jane Lawrenson

BUSTING THOSE BACK TO SCHOOL BUGS
Jane Lawrenson concludes her Summer Essentials
Yep, it’s that time of year again. You send your darlings back to school with new kit and kaboodle and in return they can arrive home laden with all kinds of nasties.
Two big problems on the return to school are nits (oh joy) and the various coughs and sneezes that are picked up in the first few weeks back.
I have found two new products that could help and although nobody can promise 100% protection
from any of the bugs that go around, there is no harm in trying to prevent further outbreaks.
NYDA is a new head lice and nit treatment that claims to offer double protection against both. Anyone who has sat for hours, combing and re-combing only to find that seven days later new lice have
hatched and you are now nothing more than a lice catcher, will appreciate that you HAVE to get rid
of both the lice and the nits, or be doomed by the comb forever.
NYDA has no harmful insecticides and comes in a pump spray. Just apply to dry hair and comb
through with the special comb included. Then leave on overnight or for at least 8 hours. Wash off with
your normal shampoo and all lice and eggs should be gone.

LOCAL NEWS.

Chiswick House Dog The search for the Apprentice
2015 is on!
Show 2015

Back again for another fun
packed day, this year the
Chiswick House Dog Show
coincides with the staging of
the 2015 Rugby World Cup
in West London. In honour of
this there’ll be a special class
for Best Rugby Fan, featuring
dogs dressed in rugby-themed
canine fashion.

Also new this year will be the
Dog Bar with ‘dog beer’ and
yummy treats. Not to be left
out, humans can enjoy an ex-

tensive range of lovely eats and
drinks from local caterers and
stallholders.

Many celebrity guests are supporting the Dog Show and will
be judging the classes including, Best Puppy, Waggiest Tail
and the popular My Dog’s Got
Talent, with many dogs of all
shapes and sizes strutting their
stuff.
Closing the show and the highlight of the day is the highly

coveted Best in Show award.

It’s a great day out for all the
family with plenty to see. You
don’t need to own a dog, just
pop along.
Chiswick Dog Show,Sunday
27 September, 11.30am – 4pm
Chiswick House and Gardens,
Burlington Lane, Chiswick,
Greater London W4 2RP For
more about this great family
day out visit www.chiswickhousedogshow.org.uk

Illegal outbuildings taken down by council
Outbuildings being used as unauthorised dwellings at the rear
of three properties in East Acton have been demolished by
Ealing Council as a direct result of a planning enforcement
notice.

Agggggh!!! Nit attack

Better You (www.betteryou.uk.com) is a great site for supplements that help to build resistance to
germs. They sell a wide range of child friendly oral sprays that can help keep bugs at bay by building
up the immune system. Their new Vit D daily spray is available in several strengths that are suitable
from birth right up to adult, and also do a pregnancy nutritional spray with vitamins D,B1 B6 and
folic acid. They are flavoured with peppermint oil, so taste good too. The childrens Daily Vitamin D
is recommended for winter months, as we have less exposure to the sun and spend more time indoors.
Boasting 100% natural ingredients and British made, these sprays can be easily taken by children
who have problems with the taste of tablets and chews. The website is well worth a look if you want
to supplement your diet.
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Council officers first discovered the illegal dwellings at
the rear of numbers 2, 4 & 6
Sunningdale Avenue, W3, in
November 2013. The landlord,
Sofiane Belbegra, was subsequently served with a planning
enforcement notice requiring
the three units to be demolished.
Mr Belbegra appealed the enforcement notice and, following a public inquiry held in
November 2014, the Planning
Inspectorate dismissed the appeal giving him until 18 June

2015 to comply.
The deadline passed with no remedial action being taken and
a formal warning was issued to
Mr Belbegra. He again failed
to comply leaving the council
with no choice but to send in
bulldozers over the weekend of
22 August to demolish the three
unauthorised buildings.
Council leader, Councillor Julian Bell, who has responsibility for planning, said: “Planning
laws are in place to stop unlawful, dangerous structures being
put up randomly and to protect
neighbourhoods, as well as tenants. I am particularly pleased
to see a really robust approach
to enforcement being carried
through and real consequences
being felt by the unscrupulous
landlord, as in this case.”

As a result of the demolition
carried out by the council, Mr
Belbegra will be sent a bill for
the cost of the entire works. If
the bill is not settled a charge
will be placed on the properties
which will incur interest until
the outstanding money is paid
in full.
In addition, during the appeal
in November, it came to light
that Mr Belbegra was using the
three main houses at Sunningdale Avenue as a hotel and flats.
The council has since issued
him with a further enforcement
notice requiring these uses to
stop, and an appeal against this
notice is ongoing.
Residents can report suspected
planning breaches at: www.ealing.gov.uk/site/reportit

This year Hounslow council is
offering around 30 apprenticeship places for young people
looking for a vibrant alternative to higher education. Apprenticeships are available in a
range of departments from ICT
to engineering.
Candidates are being urged
not to delay in applying for
the coveted trainee posts, with
deadlines looming. Successful
applicants will start work later
this year.
Apprenticeships offer people
the chance to earn while they
learn, with workers getting invaluable workforce experience.
As well as getting paid, apprentices study for qualifications
which can help them further
their careers.
Successful applicants enjoy a
raft of benefits including holiday pay, the chance to earn
NVQ qualifications and, in
some cases, university foundation year qualifications.
The placements last for between one and four years, depending on the role.
Simone Harrington is coming to the end of a year-long
apprenticeship at Hounslow
Council and has just passed an

NVQ qualification.
She has so impressed staff that
she has earnt a place as a finalist in the London Councils Best
Contribution by a New Apprentice award. She will find out
whether she has won the coveted title at a glitzy ceremony at
Canary Wharf later this month.
The 18-year-old has been given
another year’s contract with the
council working as a business
support officer.
She said: “It’s been a great year
and I’m really pleased to be
asked to stay on. I went to college after finishing school but
I just had absolutely no idea
what I wanted to do so I sort of
jumped around from course to
course.
“But the apprenticeship has
been perfect for me. I have
friends who have been to university and then just come back
and work in the same shop
where they worked before.
“With an apprenticeship you
earn money rather than running up debts and I really like
it here. It’s definitely where I
want to be. I have had amazing
support, especially from my
manager Theresa Gragousian.
Councillor Sue Sampson, Cab-

inet Member for Communities,
Hounslow Council, said: “My
congratulations to Simone
- making it to the finals of a
regional competition is a real
achievement.
“The fact that she’s staying on
at the council is testimony to
how hard she’s worked.
“I would encourage anyone
who does not want to go down
the higher education route into
work to strongly consider applying to become a Hounslow
Council apprentice. It improves
your skills, you can earn a
wage, get formal qualifications
and can lead to some exciting
career prospects.”
To find out more information
about these posts, please contact Apprenticeship Coordinator Tomi Moronkola at tomi.
moronkola@hounslow.gov.uk
or call 020 8583 6036.
Applications can also be made
online at www.hounslow.gov.
uk/index/jobs.htm
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FOOD&DRINK.

Recipes from the Villa

Cook the Tuscan way with the Villa di
Geggiano’s resident Chef Lazarin Kroni
This fortnightly feature invites you to cook a selection of mouthwatering recipes with the Villa di Geggiano’s resident Chef
Lazarin Kroni. In each issue Lazarin will suggest a recipe straight from Tuscany for you to try at home.

OCTOPUS WITH PURPLE POTATOES AND CRISPY PECORINO
To serve 4
Ingredients:
Octopus: 1kg
Onions: 2
Carrot: 1
Celery sticks: 2
Oranges: 2
Pecorino: 100g
Purple potatoes: 200g
Banana Shallot: 1
Bay leaves: 4
Vegetable stock: 1 cup
Olive oil: 1 table spoon
Salt & Pepper

Resident Recipes

1 pork loin roast (about 1 1/2 pounds)
Salt and pepper
1 Tbsp olive oil
2 Tbsp finely chopped fresh rosemary
1/4 lb bacon, thinly sliced
1 cup dry white wine

In the meantime prepare the potatoes and shallots. Peel and dice potatoes
and chop shallots. Add 1 tablespoon of olive oil to a pan and add the shallot
and the potatoes. Add a cup of vegetable stock, salt and pepper and allow
to simmer for about 5 minutes until the potatoes are quite soft. Blend the
contents of the pot to a nice creamy sauce.
Now prepare the crispy pecorino cracker: Take a tray with oven paper, divide
the 100g pecorino to 4 portions and place in a pre heated oven at 180 degrees
for 5 minute. Allow the pecorino just start to melt and take a gold colour.
Remove and allow to chill until they became crispy.
Remove the cold octopus from the pot, drain and remove the head and only
use the tentacles. Grill the tentacles. Now pre heat the purple sauce and you
ready to serve.
Serving suggestion: Place purple source on a white plate and then place the
octopus. Finish with the crispy pecorino.

Buon Appetito
Lazarin Kroni - Resident Chef
Villa di Geggiano, 66-68 Chiswick High Road, W4 1SY
Tel: 020 3384 9442

1 About an hour before you intend to cook the roast, take it out of the refrigerator and sprinkle it with salt on all sides. Let it
sit at room temp to take the chill off before you roast it.

Bacon-wrapped Pork Roast Recipe

Ingredients:

Add onions, carrots, celery, oranges and octopus to a large pot of boiling
water and allow to boil for 50 minutes on a low heat. Allow to cool in the
water without removing from the pot.

Method:

This week, Chiswick resident Alice Millar’s gluten free Pork Roast

Prep time: 5 minutes
Cook time: 1 hour, 15 minutes
Yield: Serves 4

To Prepare:

2 Pre-heat oven to 375°F (190°C). Pat pork roast dry with paper towels. Sprinkle it with pepper on all sides and again with
a little salt (you likely wiped off much of the earlier sprinkle of salt when you patted it dry.) Heat a tablespoon of olive oil in
a skillet on medium high heat. When the oil is shimmery hot, add the pork roast to the pan and brown it on all sides (don’t
move the roast until it has browned on one side).
About 10 minutes. Remove the roast from the
pan and set on a plate.
3 Rub the pork roast all over with minced
fresh rosemary. Wrap the roast in bacon strips,
overlapping the strips if necessary. Tie the roast
up with kitchen string to hold the bacon strips in
place.
4 Place the roast in a roasting pan and roast in
the oven at 375°F (190°C), occasionally basting
with the pan juices, until the internal temperature
of the roast reaches 145°F (63°C) on a meat
thermometer, about 35 to 40 minutes. When the
roast has reached temperature, remove it from
the oven and place it on a serving dish. Tent the
roast with foil to keep it warm while it rests and
while you make the pan sauce.
5 To make a sauce with the pan drippings, place the roasting pan on top of the stove on low heat. Pour white wine into the pan
and start scraping up the browned bits from the bottom of the pan with a flat edged metal or wood spatula. Pour the scraped up
drippings through a fine mesh sieve into a small saucepan. Use a metal spoon to skim off excess fat. Heat until simmering, then
remove from heat and pour into a gravy boat.
Serve the roast with the sauce from the pan drippings.

Do you have a recipe you’d like to share? Email newsdesk@chiswickherald.co.uk
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PROPERTY.

Colville Road artists Open Day
On the weekend of the 25th
September Colville Road artists in Chiswick will be opening their doors to the public
showing a wide range of original artwork. Colville Studios
hosts a tight community of
twelve professional artists
who are supported by the artist charity ACAVA.

The flamboyance, artifice and
glamour of drag queens are
the subject of Sally Shrubsall’s oil paintings.

The open studios have been
visited by many locals over
the past ten years to see new
works and purchase unique
artwork direct from the artists without incurring gallery
price tags.

Ben Buchanan offers a comprehensive service in the
conservation of all types of
print of printed books, manuscripts, documents, maps, and
archival material. From the
late medieval period to the
present day.”

Some of the works on display
will be:
•
Prints and Paintings
by Emiko Aida.
•
Sculpture, drawings
and paintings by Pauline Antram.
•
Lush,
Colourful,
fantastical landscapes by Orlanda Broom.
A collection of oil paintings
by Suchi Chidambaram feature cities, their people, the
architecture and the absorbing stories behind them.
Audio Visual Installation
Artist Eyedetic will be displaying her current collection
of screen prints and illustrations, Surreal, sensual and
fantastical with a hint of alchemy.

Julie Brixey-Williams work
explores the two way dialogue that the body shares
with space through collage,
drawings and photography.

The open studios continue to
be an exclusive opportunity for the public to meet the
artists, look at their work and
studios and buy direct from
the artist.
The Studios will be open on
the following dates and times
Friday 25th Sept - Preview 17:00 - 20:00
Saturday 26th Sept - 13:00 18:00
Sunday 27th Sept - 12:00 18:00
Opening Preview Friday 25th
September
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Southfield Road, W4

Sutton Court Road, W4

£710,000

£460,000

A Freehold title, spacious, purpose built, first floor 4 bedroom flat with study,
recently renovated to a high standard with access to a rear garden & the
possibility to extend into the loft space (STPC). With a separate entrance, it
comprises an airy landing with a front reception room, 2 bedrooms, luxury
bathroom, a rear kitchen/diner with hidden door & stairs to the rear garden. The
top floor consists of a bedroom with en-suite shower, bedroom/study with
storage & extensive loft space. Situated to the north of Bedford Park, an easy bus
ride to Turnham Green & to Chiswick High Road with its shopping facilities, cafés
& transport links & is also a short walk to South Acton Station.. EPC rating - B.

A contemporary decorated, first floor, Share or Freehold 2 bedroom apartment
which comes with off street parking, balcony & communal gardens ideally suited
for a young family. It comprises an entrance hall, separate kitchen with access to a
balcony, a reception room, 2 bedrooms, family bathroom and with excellent
storage throughout. Situated in Grove Park with its’ school catchment area and
Fauconberg Road shops. There is direct access to A4/M4, a short walk Chiswick
mainline station (Waterloo 20 minutes) & an easy E3 bus journey to Chiswick High
Road with its multiple shops and excellent. transport links. Further away is
Gunnersbury tube station. Chain Free. EPC rating - C.

Recently Sold!

More properties urgently required
No obligation valuation. Contact
Robert Winter on
020 8994 8441
robert@borthwicks.co.uk

Wolseley Gardens, W4

Grove Park Gardens, W4

£1,180,000

£ 1,150,000

A 4 bedroom, mid terraced house in Grove Park ideally suited for a young family.
Comprises, 4 double bedrooms with excellent storage (1 with en suite shower
room), large eat-in fitted kitchen, bathroom, a through reception room, a
downstairs w/c, cellar and large 21m (70’) garden with office space. Situated in
Grove Park area with its’ school catchment & Fauconberg Road shops, direct
access to A4/M4 & a short walk to Gunnersbury tube station. Further away is
Chiswick mainline station & Chiswick High Road with its’ excellent amenities &
multiple transport links. EPC rating - E.

A fully extended 4 bedroom with 1 ensuite Freehold family home with a south
facing garden in a quiet location within an easy walk to Chiswick Park
underground and local amenities. It comprises hall storage, w/c, a through
reception, family sized kitchen (underfloor heating) & a south facing garden.
Upstairs are 2 double bedrooms, 1 bedroom/study & family bathroom, a top floor
master bedroom with ensuite shower & eaves storage. It is situated in a quiet part
of Seymour Road and is a short walk to Chiswick Park Tube Station (District Line).
There are local parks with family facilities nearby with Chiswick High Road with its
multiple amenities and transport links also in close proximity. EPC rating – D.
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Rothschild Road, W4

Ivy Crescent, W4

Hardwicke Road, W4

£385 per week

£395 per week

£410 per week

A light and airy, second floor, two bedroom flat in a quiet
location and only a short walk to Chiswick Park tube station.
It consists of two bedrooms, a master and a second smaller
double, bathroom, spacious living area and separate
kitchen. The property is set in a small modern development
benefiting from off street parking and communal gardens.
Situated a short walk to Chiswick Park underground or
South Acton over ground stations. Chiswick High Road is
within easy walking distance with its excellent local shops,
bars and restaurants as well as further transport services.
Current EPC rating D. Available now. Fees apply.

A superb ground floor, 2 double bedroom, 2 shower room
period conversion flat which is within easy reach of
Chiswick Park tube station & available with on street
parking. With wooden floors throughout, accommodation
comprises of 2 double bedrooms (1 en suite), reception,
separate kitchen, 2 bathrooms and private south facing
garden with stylish wooden decking. Ivy Crescent is a short
walk to Chiswick Park Tube Station (District Line). Chiswick
High Road is close by with its multiple shops, gastro bars
and transport links. Current EPC rating - D. Available now.
Fees apply.

A raised ground floor flat overlooking the large open space
of Acton Green Common with its own private entrance &
close to Chiswick Park tube station. It comprises 2 double
bedrooms with high ceilings & lots of natural light, a good
sized reception room with bay window, fitted kitchen &
shower room. Situate in a cul-de-sac, an easy minute walk
to Chiswick Park or a 5 minute walk to Turnham Green tube
station. Chiswick High Road is close by with its multiple
shops, supermarkets, restaurants and convenient transport
links. Current EPC rating - D. Available October. Fees apply.

Whitehall Park Road, W4

St Albans Avenue, W4

Binns Road, W4

£850 per week

£990 per week

£ 350 per week

A wonderful 4 bedroom family home in the very popular
Grove Park location in Chiswick ideal for excellent Primary
& Secondary schools. It comprises a double through
reception, a large eat in kitchen, cellar storage, 4 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms and private rear garden. It is situated close to
the river with its established riverside pubs and restaurants
as well as being in the Strand on the Green Primary School
and also Grove Park Primary school catchment area.
Chiswick mainline & Gunnersbury tube stations are within
walking distance. Fauconberg Road shops are in close
proximity with easy road access to Heathrow Airport, the
West and central London via the A4/M4. Current EPC rating
- D. Fees apply.

A splendid 4 bedroom unfurnished family end of terrace
home ideal for a busy working family in the ever popular St
Albans Avenue situated in the prime Bedford Park area of
Chiswick. It consists of a light, airy reception, cloak room,
large eat in kitchen into to a well maintained garden with 4
double bedrooms (1 ensuite shower room) & a family
bathroom. It is situated within a 5 minute walk from
Turnham Green Tube Station and within a stone's throw to
Chiswick High Road's shops, restaurants, coffee shops and
multiple transport links. Current EPC rating - E. Available
now. Fees apply.

A fantastic opportunity to rent a 1 bedroom flat located in
the popular Glebe estate within easy walking distance to
central Chiswick. Comprising of one double bedroom, good
sized bathroom, lounge and separate kitchen with a door
leading to a private rear garden. Located minutes from the
bustling and vibrant Chiswick High Road, only a short walk
to both Turnham Green Tube Station and Chiswick Park
Tube Station. Current EPC rating - G. It is available part
furnished from the 1st September. Fees apply.
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Elegant family homes
in Twickenham

Luxury family homes set within gated mews by award-winning developer, St James
Located within the sought after Brewery Wharf development, Brewery Gate is perfectly positioned opposite Twickenham station, just 25 minutes from London Waterloo and a few minutes by train
from the many varied delights of both Richmond and Kingston. These homes, set within the heart of Twickenham and close to a number of outstanding schools, provide an ideal environment for
busy families, boasting open plan designer kitchens with expansive folding doors leading to secluded gardens, luxurious bathrooms, flexible living spaces and two private off–street parking spaces.
Purchasers reserving early can benefit by selecting their preferences from a range of options available.* As always, typical of the quality associated with St James, these homes offer an exceptional
specification and a timeless quality combined with modern day convenience.
4 Bedroom houses from £1,250,000
2 Bedroom apartments from £550,000
Book your appointment now on 020 3603 2829 or visit our website at www.brewery-wharf.co.uk
Sales and Marketing Suite at Brewery Wharf, Brewery Lane, off London Road, Twickenham, TW1 1AA
Open daily from 10am to 5pm (with late night opening until 7pm every Wednesday)

Proud to be a member of the
Berkeley Group of companies

*Subject to build cut off date. Computer generated images are indicative only and subject to change.

9549_081_Chiswick Herald 2015 AW.indd 1

19/01/2015 10:55
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BRENTFORD’S
HIDDEN GEM

Stunning collection of
waterside homes prove a draw

Secure a new home at Brentford Lock West
and become part of a thriving new waterside
community in the heart of west London.

The latest release of homes at the stunning Brentford Lock West
have been selling fast, as this desirable waterside community
continues to prove popular among today’s home buyers.

Stunning homes in a tranquil setting.

TOWNHOUSE PRICES START
FROM £895,000

The latest release of homes, Carrick Square – an impressive
collection of one, two and three bedroom apartments and four
bedroom townhouses have experienced high demand, with the
majority already reserved off-plan as purchasers look to make
this emerging and exciting part of Brentford home.

For further information please call
Stubbings Property Marketing
on 020 8569 7449 or visit
www.brentfordlockwest.co.uk

All of the homes at Brentford Lock West include highly specified interiors throughout, to include interior designed, fully
fitted high gloss cream kitchens and contemporary bathroom
suites with high quality fixtures and fittings. The majority of
apartments offer generous balconies or terraces, while the
townhouses boast their own private, courtyard gardens as well
as spacious outdoor terraces.

You will find our homes situated alongside the
Grand Union Canal in Brentford, west London.
Prices correct at time of going to print.

Purchasers at Brentford Lock West will also have the opportunity to register for one of the development’s eagerly anticipated
roof top allotments, offering them the opportunity to meet
fellow, green fingered residents and to grow their own fresh
produce.

Image shown is Brentford Lock West Development
and not Brentford Lock West townhouses.

For those looking to make the most of the water, there are plenty of local clubs offering paddleboarding and canoeing, with
frequent activities taking place on the water, right in front of
the development. For those in search of green open space, Syon
Park and its beautiful grounds are just a short stroll away.
With its own bustling high street, a host of restaurants and cafes
and it’s popular, weekly market, there is plenty for residents to
access, right on their doorstep, while the popular towns of Richmond, Chiswick and Ealing are within easy reach.
Situated along the banks of the Grand Union Canal, Brentford
Lock West forms part of a five year project, which is expected
to breathe new life into Brentford, through the delivery of 520
new homes. In addition to providing much needed new housing,
the scheme will also deliver new community spaces and commercial buildings, helping to create new jobs for the area. The
homes offer buyers a unique opportunity to secure a new, highly
specified home, while benefiting from a host of community
features and green initiatives – from roof top allotments to the
delivery of a new watersports hub.

National Award Winner 2015
London Award Winner 2015

The Sales and Marketing Suite is open daily, 10am - 5pm.
For more information or to book an appointment call the
Brentford Lock West sales team at Stubbings Property
Marketing on 020 8569 7449,
email brentfordlockwest@stubbingsltd.co.uk
or visit www.brentfordlockwest.co. uk
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Back to school!

Loft Bed With Desk Underneath Equals A Happy And Comfy Child
Buying kids’ beds can be tricky. Not only will
they outgrow them eventually and want more
age-appropriate furniture in the future but
many kids are also very picky. To make things
easier and much more cost effective, it’s always best to stick to a bed that answers “what
does he or she need”? And when the answer
is space a loft bed with desk underneath is the
best solution. These beds come in a variety of
sizes and styles that are perfect for children’s
rooms.
Beds are of course a necessity for every child
however it is not necessary that your child outgrows their bed quickly. A full size loft bed
with desk underneath is not only a fun option
but one which will take a long time for them
to outgrow. It is a very practical choice especially if your kid’s room is on the small side.
This is because they provide a place to sleep,
play, do homework, and keep clothes and toys
in much less of an area than conventional options.
When it comes to choosing a design and color that will suit their personality a kids loft
bed with desk underneath can offer a lot of
variety. There are princess, car, and cartoon
themed sets that they will go crazy for. And of
course many also come in natural wood colors
as well. Loft beds are fun because they look
like bunk beds and have ladders where kids
can climb up and down to their heart’s content.
Many feel as if they are sleeping in their very
own tree house.

Not Just A
Temporary Solution

Solid colored beds, particularly white, often
portray a classic look that is perfect for any
age and gender. Natural wood colors are great
and will still look fantastic as kids get older.
Best of all a change of bed sheets and accent
pieces is all that it is needed to transition one
from a kid’s to a teenager’s bed. Getting a full
size loft bed with desk is a great idea since
your son or daughter can use it even when they
are full grown. They can even accommodate
adults.

Materials

These beds normally either have a metal or
wooden frame. Metal is popular choice because they are generally very economical and
both easy to assemble and disassemble if the
need be. They are a very sturdy choice but obviously kids should never roughhouse on beds
that are raised off the ground.

Perfect For
Those Who Share

A loft bed with desk underneath is also a great
idea for when there is more than once child
sleeping in a room. Siblings can have their
own beds and separate areas to play and study
in a fraction of the space. They are also just a
really easy way to keep a room organized and
uncluttered since they usually offer storage as
well.
For a fun and functional way to sleep you
can’t beat a loft bed with desk. Parents will
love their space saving and smart design while
kids go crazy for their own private play area
and high up bed. Best of all they are one option your child be excited to grow into , not
out of!
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Looking for bathroom storage solutions? There’s an app for that....

ART&ARCHITECTURE.

The Red Brick Blueprint of Bedford Park
by Beryl Robinson

The Joyce collection from Villeroy & Boch is centred around practicality and innovative storage options. The collection
offers a complete bathroom suite solution from basins and vanity units through to WCs and side cabinets.
With its innovative app bowls and ceramic basin waste caps, it is possible to personalise your bathroom to a whole new
level whilst adding a splash of colour and excitement.
The app bowls with dividers come in three different heights
and can be used to store tooth and make-up brushes,
jewellery and other everyday bathroom items. Optional
shallow soap dish and a range of app lids offer added
variety and individuality. The decorative apps are available
in six colours and the app surface enables them to be
beautifully integrated in your washbasins. Should your needs
change, it is possible to combine and change app bowls at
any time allowing creativity to blossom for years to come.
The vanity units are available from 800mm to 1300mm
widths as well as smaller cloakroom sizes from 420mm
upwards with washbasins to suit. All furniture units are
available in 7 classic colours as well as 4 one touch Joyce
on-trend colours.
The Joyce range with app bowls can be viewed at
Touchstone Bathrooms, East Sheen, South West London.
Touchstone bathrooms specialise in bathroom design
and supply and they can offer products from a range of
manufacturers to ensure all solutions offered are of the
highest quality and suit today’s life styles.

Touchstone Bathrooms
The Warehouse,
1A St Leonards Road,
East Sheen,
London, SW14 7LY
t: 020 8878 4820
e: sales@touchstonebathrooms.com
w: www.touchstonebathrooms.com
Opening Hours
Monday - Friday 9am - 6pm
Saturday 10am - 4pm
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St Michael and All ANgels Church

B

edford Park is
described as the
world’s first garden suburb, and was the
model of how much of
England’s housing would
be built, although perhaps with less attention
to detail, and in most cases working with a smaller budget. Unlike Hampstead Garden Suburb it
was not a cooperative,
but became a model copied by the Garden City
movement and suburban
developments around the
world. Bedford Park’s
church of St Michael and
All Angels is the centerpiece of the community,
with its medieval references and human scale
much loved by arts and
crafts practitioners William Morris and the Pre
Raphaelite painters.
In 1875 Jonathon Carr
bought 24 acres of land
just north of a relatively
new Turnham Green Station. The City of London
was only 30 minutes by
train. The land was full of
mature trees, which were
preserved in the original
design, becoming a major
feature of Bedford Park.
The whole project was

seen as a pioneering venture,
a ‘picturesque suburbia’ complete with community buildings such as a church, shops
and schools and unlike many
of these communities it boasted a public house ‘The Tabard’.
Jonathan Carr was the sonin-law of Hamilton Fulton of
Bedford House. He saw the
potential of the area around
Turnham Green Station and
embarked on speculative
building there, buying up
land from Bedford House and
its neighbours. He proposed
a plan which preserved the
beautiful old trees already
growing in the grounds and
promoted the new district as
a healthier place to live, within reasonable distance of the
City.
Architects Godwin and Shaw
set the predominant style of
the development designing
houses, church and public-house, followed by May
and then by Adams. Queen
Anne style houses were referenced by tile-hung gables,
and white joinery contrasting
attractively with the red brick
facades. Curved gables refer
to Dutch or Flemish style, and
Arts and Crafts foliage and
flowers make for highly in-

dividual houses. Many were
built with artist’s studios in
the garden, and according
to a survey of early residents it seems that a third of
the population were artists,
architects, musicians and
actors. Among the architects drawn to the area was
Voysey who built a modern
house on South Parade with
its own integrated studio.
May worked as Shaw’s assistant and became part of
an informal group of architects, whilst taking on
the task of completing the
1ayout and design of the
buildings.
He moved into 6 Queen
Anne’s Grove and was also
responsible for the houses
in Priory Gardens, with its
pretty terrace with shellshaped porches. As well as
designing houses for The
Orchard, Addison Grove,
and Marlborough Crescent,
he adapted drawings for
the Club on The Avenue,
enlarging the building, and
adding a theatre much needed by the high proportion of
Bedford Park’s artistic residents.
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The Bell and Crown, Strand on the Green has reopened
The Bell and Crown at Strand
on the Green, a popular, traditional pub situated on the
bank of the River Thames,
has reopened for business following refurbishment.
Under the watchful eyes of
managers Frank and Gerardine McBrearty, the refurbishment has seen the pub
retain its traditional pub feel
with a few modern touches, creating a light and airy
space, perfect for relaxing by
the river.
The new menu, which will
continue to boast fresh, homemade delicious food, includes
sharing plates and seasonal
dishes. The bar will, as always, be well stocked with a

great array of beers, including Fuller’s Oliver’s Island
Golden Ale – named after an
island in the Thames just outside the Bell & Crown. There
will also be a wide variety of
wines and spirits, including a
range of gin.

Cllr Ali Hashem who was forced to flee Syria as a child

Hammersmith & Fulham
residents have been deeply
moved by the tragic scenes of
families fleeing their homes
across Syria and neighbouring countries.
One of the borough’s councillors Ali Hashem, who represents North End Ward in
Fulham, himself fled conflict
in Syria as a refugee many
years ago. He is backing the
council’s call to welcome refugees in need.
Now, H&F Council is calling
on the government to take urgent action to enable it to give
the necessary support.
H&F Council Leader, Stephen Cowan, said: “Like
our residents, we have been
deeply touched by the terrible plight of people fleeing
the horrific war in the Middle
East and other humanitarian
crises.
“The atrocities that appear in
our media are just the tip of
the iceberg causing the biggest refugee crisis in a generation.
“There is a long British tradition of welcoming and
supporting refugees and

Local Artist in Fabulous Pop-up Gallery Success!

Stephen Lindsley-Frost, Operations Manager, said: “The
Bell and Crown is a great pub
and this refurbishment has
allowed us to make the most
of its historical features. The
delicious food offer, alongside our quality drinks range,
together with the fantastic location overlooking the River
Thames, means there is no
better place to relax by the
river.”

Welcoming refugees in
Hammersmith and Fulham

Hammersmith & Fulham
has always done its bit by
offering shelter and support.
Indeed, many refugees have
subsequently made invaluable contributions to our borough and our country.
“It’s critical that the UK Government now urgently implements a system to identify
refugee families so that H&F
and other councils can do the
right thing and provide the
necessary support.
“Finding homes for refugees
is not easy in London where
the housing crisis causes
dreadful hardship for local
people, but we have a humanitarian duty to assist families
in such desperate need. We
know from speaking to residents over recent days and
weeks that many stand ready
to help us in finding accommodation and to work with
refugee families as they arrive to help them recover
from their prolonged ordeals
and rebuild their lives.
“We are also urging anyone
who feels able to, to make a
financial donation
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Chiswick singer crowned London’s
best busker Champion 2015
Local singer Luca Fiore has
been crowned Gigs Champion 2015, following a six
month search to find London’s best busker. The singer,
originally from Italy, beat acts
from across the capital to take
top honours in the Grand Final of Gigs, the UK’s biggest
street music competition.
Organised by the Mayor of
London, Gigs originally attracted 240 entries, with 190
acts being selected to perform live at 24 busy London
locations during the summer,
including at the first ever National Busking Day as part
of the Busk in London Festival. Today’s final at Westfield Stratford City saw 18 of
them, as chosen by music industry insiders and the public,
compete in three categories,
before the overall winner was
decided by the judging panel.
Luca Fiore was initially selected as winner of the Soloists and Duos category
(16-25 years), picking up a
much coveted year’s licence
to busk on the London Underground, courtesy of Transport
for London. Josh Tenor from
Hackney won in the Youth
category (11-15 years) and
gets a Roland Cube Street
amp. Dat Brass from Islington won in the Groups category (up to 8 members) and
gets recording time in a top
studio.
Other prizes were also up for
grabs, including the Eurostar
Prize, which was won by
Alex James Ellison. He will
now have the chance to travel
to Paris, busking to passengers on the train and in the
French capital.
Simeon Baker from South-

If you missed the show,
you can still view his
pieces online and maybe
snap up a bargain too!
www.artenoguerra.com

wark is the overall winner of
the Gigs Songwriting Prize,
sponsored by PRS for Music.
Cat Burns from Lambeth gets
a bespoke package of training
and coaching at the Institute
of Contemporary Music.
The Mayor of London Boris
Johnson said: “Massive congratulations to Luca. Over the
summer, our Gigs competitors enlivened some of London’s most iconic locations
with their top talent. The standard of the finalists has been

extraordinarily high which
was showcased at the Grand
Final today. Gigs is all about
giving stars in the making
an opportunity to have their
music heard by the masses,
and to develop their craft.
I’m very proud that many of
our competitors have gone on
to have marvellous success
across the country and internationally. I wish the same
great success to Luca and all
those who took part in Gigs
2015.”

Gigs 2015 winner, Luca Fiore said: “It is a great honour
to be crowned Gigs winner. I
have enjoyed every minute of
my time busking on London’s
streets. This competition
has given me an incredible
platform to build my confidence and ability to perform
in front of large crowds. I’m
really thrilled and having the
licence to perform on the
Underground will be truly invaluable to me.”

Local resident and Spanish
born artist Manuel Noguera
de Haro has been painting
since earliest childhood and
exhibiting his work in London since 1999.
On Sunday 6th September,
he showcased work from his
latest collection, the 100 Days
Project. Challenging himself
to create a unique piece of
original artwork every day
for 100 days, the result was
nothing short of spectacular!
Although requiring discipline, focus and commitment,
the artist discovered that the
creative process actually became easier, as time went by.
“Sometimes it was hard to fit
in with the demands of everyday living – but being immersed in creativity consistently for 100 days was also
deeply relaxing and a bit like
meditating,” said Noguera.
An incredible journey of discovery, the repetition of creating artwork soon gathered its
own momentum. Eventually
allowing his intuition to guide
him, there was less “planning” and more pure creative
process. Commitment to the
creative process also helped
keep Noguera’s focus on experimentation and exploration with different media and
materials.
The results are a 100 inspirational and unique pieces of mixed media original
artwork. Covering diverse

themes including beautiful
locations like the Taj Mahal
in India, arched temples in
Spain or icons from London
street life including St Pauls,
The Shard or Blackfriars
Bridge, pieces quickly sold
out at the exhibition.
Recycling materials from
magazines, some of the earlier days’ work focused on
people – using comic books
and colours to represent the
villain or hero – weaving in
themes of good and evil as
the artist expresses his own
thoughts on humanity.
With approximately 100 people attending during the one
day pop-up show at George
IV in Chiswick, a staggering 54 pieces were sold in
just one day (each piece only
£100). This is art at its most
affordable and a bargain for
an original Noguera, who is
extremely passionate in his
commitment to making art
more accessible to as many
people as possible. Equivalent pieces usually sell for at
least £350 and into the thousands for commissioned pieces.
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Hammersmith and Fulham Council orders Thames Water
to fix stinking pumping station or face court
Hammersmith & Fulham
Council is threatening to
take Thames Water to court
if it does not immediately
deal with the noise and smell
caused by a pumping station.
Neighbours say between 400
to 500 people are affected
and council officers have
received more than 50 complaints from people living
near the Acton Pumping Station in Warple Way, East Acton. It holds storm water after
heavy rain once sewers have
reached maximum capacity.
The smell of sewage building
up at the bottom of the tanks
and the noise of pumps sending water back into the sewers after heavy rain has been
leaving residents unable to
open their windows.
Councillor Wesley Harcourt,
Cabinet Member for Environment, Transport and Residents’ Services, said: “The
noise and smell from Acton
Pumping Station is stop-

ping residents enjoying their
homes and that is simply unacceptable.
“Thames Water has had plenty of warning about this problem and residents have had
enough. The company has
until September 6 to take effective action or face the consequences.”
Mark Danks of Warple Way
works from home and lives
opposite the tanks. He estimates about 1,000 local people are affected by the tanks.
He said: “Our building is very
energy efficient; it feels like
summer 10 months a year.
It’s horrible living in a place
where you can’t open your
windows or doors, it’s like
being in a sweat box. If I had
known I never would have
moved here.
“I can’t have people over, it’s
embarrassing. If you open
your windows or doors, you
feel nauseous. Many neighbours with weaker stomachs

than me can’t eat in their own
homes.”
After earlier intervention
from H&F Council, which
is leading the action backed
by Ealing Council, Thames
Water installed an automated
cleaning system and a bigger, more powerful pump.
But these still failed to drain
the tanks properly, leaving a
foul-smelling sludge at the
bottom of the tanks.
H&F Council has now served
the company with a legal notice giving Thames Water until 6 September to solve the
problem or potentially face
court action.
Anyone concerned about
the smell or noise coming
from Acton Pumping Station should contact the H&F
Noise and Nuisance Service
on 020 8753 1081 during office hours and 020 8748 8588
outside office hours.

Picture of the Acton Pumping Station taken from Mark Danks’ home on Warple Way

New poll: More local support for Heathrow
expansion than opposition
50% of residents in 12 local
constituencies support expansion at Heathrow. 33%
oppose
57% of constituents feel positive about Heathrow. 8% are
negative.
This summer the Airports
Commission made a unanimous and unambiguous recommendation for Heathrow
expansion
Polling published today
shows that over half of residents in 12 constituencies
close to Heathrow support
the expansion of the airport.
Around a third say they oppose.
12,004
residents
from
Spelthorne, Richmond Park,
Brentford
&
Isleworth,
Feltham & Heston, Windsor, Ealing North, Ealing
Southall, Uxbridge & South
Ruislip, Slough, Hayes &
Harlington, Beaconsfield and
Twickenham answered questions about their feelings towards Heathrow’s plans and
the airport more generally.
The results show that 57% of
residents feel positive about
the airport while 34% have a
neutral feeling with only 8%
saying they have a negative
feeling towards it.
The research is the first since
the Airports Commission
made a unanimous and unambiguous recommendation
to Government that Heathrow should expand. It highlights a strong level of local

support in the majority of the
constituencies surveyed. This
further demonstrates the importance of Heathrow to local
residents, those mostly affected by the airport and who
have traditionally been perceived as opposing the plans.
In its report this summer the
Airports Commission said
that expanding Heathrow is
the only way to connect the
UK to the growth markets of
the world. Chair of the Commission Sir Howard Davies
urged Government to make
an early decision or risk the
UK falling behind as an economy:
“The Commission urges the
Government to make an early
decision on its recommendations. Further delay will be
increasingly costly and will
be seen, nationally and internationally, as a sign that the
UK is unwilling or unable to
take the steps needed to maintain its position as a well-connected open trading economy
in the twenty first century.”
Sir Howard also confirmed
that Heathrow could grow
within environmental limits
and operate more quietly than
it does today.
“A bigger Heathrow would
not inflict noise nuisance on
more people than the airport
does today, and the people
affected would be far better
compensated. Expansion and
the mitigation of the airport’s
local impacts go hand in hand,

Wednesday gathering
at local church
Wednesday gathering
at local church
Each Wednesday, St Michaels on Elmwood Rd W4,
will be holding a course
called ‘Prayer and what we
can learn from different Bible characters.’ Sessions are
8.00-9.30pm in the Vicarage,
60 Elmwood Road W4 3DY.
All welcome.

Chiswick
smokers urged
to be quitters
Smokers in Chiswick are being urged to sign up to Stoptober, the country’s 28-day
mass quit attempt.

The official start date is
Wednesday 1 October, the
same day that new legislation
comes into force making it illegal to smoke in a car with
someone under the age of 18
present.
as the former can provide the
financial resources needed for
the latter.”
John Holland-Kaye, Chief
Executive of Heathrow Airport said:
“We have a completely new
plan that addresses the Prime
Minister’s concerns.
The
Airports Commission has
confirmed that Heathrow expansion will keep Britain at
the heart of the global economy, meets environmental
targets and balances the needs
of local communities. Local

people support the plan along
with unions, businesses and
politicians across the country.
Every month of delay costs
Britain £1bn so let’s get on
with it.“
Following a challenge made
to Heathrow by the Advertising Standards Authority
(ASA) on what constitutes
“local” in relation to the airport, the number of constituencies included in polling research has been increased to
12. Beaconsfield is one of the
new areas polled, while Eal-

ing North and Ealing Southall replace Ealing Central &
Acton. While the ASA did
not feel that Twickenham and
Richmond Park are as “local”
to Heathrow as other constituencies, both were kept in as
residents are engaged in the
issue of expansion and they
were the only constituencies
previously polled where opposition outweighs support.
Heathrow believes that this
is the fairest way to represent
the combined view of local
people.

The new legislation presents
smokers with another reason
to quit through Stoptober –
because with one less place to
smoke, there’s one more reason to quit.
Stoptober is based on insight
that suggests if you can stop
smoking for 28 days you
are five times more likely to
be able to quit for good. For
more info visit stoptober.
smokefree.nhs.uk - There is
also a drop in clinic at Chiswick Health Centre, Tuesday
5.30pm - 6.30pm and Thursday 4.30pm - 5.30pm
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LOCAL LIFE.

LOCAL LIFE.
My Allotment

The Chiswick Rev:
Wishing we were German?

by Tony Inwood

by Reverend Martine Oborne

Congratulations Ma’am!

After 63 years on the British Throne,the Queen becomes longest-reigning monarch

My allotment means a lot to me.
I grow a lot in it you see.
Carrots, parsnips
and beetroot too,
shallots and pots
and varieties new.
I like to sit and sip my tea
and chat and laugh with my family.
They each have a little plot
and love to tend it when it’s hot.
As a child born within a couple of
decades of the Second World War,
I never thought I would wish to be
German. To be honest, I grew up
feeling sorry for children in Germany who would have to learn
about their country’s recent past
and the horrors of the Nazi death
camps.
But today I find a strange feeling
stirring within me, a feeling that I
would now rather like to be German. I would be proud to be German.
And all this is because of the remarkable and inspiring response
of Chancellor Angela Merckel and
the German people to the continuing refugee crisis that we are seeing in Europe.
Far from pulling up the drawbridge
and putting herself first, Germany
is saying that she will welcome all
Syrian asylum seekers – even if
this means encouraging refugees
to pour across her borders.
At a time where we in Britain
are agonising about the quota we
should offer to take, with David
Cameron offering 20,000 over the
next five years, Germany received
17,000 asylum seekers last weekend alone.
It is truly a remarkable example

that Merckel is setting and one
wonders how things might be, if
she had taken a different stance.
Even more remarkable is the fact
that all political parties in Germany
– except a small dissident Bavarian
group – seem to support her.
And the impact on the refugees is
amazing too. Instead of receiving a grudging acceptance of their
presence, they are arriving at German railway stations to find a genuine welcome. In a national newspaper yesterday I read about one
young man from the devastated
town of Qusayr in Syria, who was
reduced to tears by the warmth and
support he received from German
people on his arrival in Berlin. He
said, ‘The people here treat us so
well, they treat us like real human
beings.’
Nigel Farage, leader of UKIP, has
spoken of the EU opening its doors
to ‘an Exodus of biblical proportions.’ And he’s referring to the Bible account of the Hebrew people
when they fled from persecution in
Egypt thousands of years ago and
sought refuge in what they called
the ‘Promised Land,’ Of course,
when they arrived in the Promised Land, not everyone welcomed
them. In fact the Philistines and
other tribes were extremely hostile
to them. But the Hebrews came
because they had no other choice

– other than to return to the terror
and brutality of Egypt.
Of course, Farage is right in pointing out the large numbers of asylum seekers – we are experiencing
a greater level of refugee movement than even after the Second
World War. But this only goes to
evidence the level and scale of persecution and horror that these people are fleeing from.
As for us, we have a choice – either
to be a Promised Land and welcome the refugees or to be the new
Philistines and to drive them away.
Either to follow Germany’s example. Or to allow Germany to put us
to shame.
Interestingly my eleven year old
daughter – having recently studied
the Second World War at school
- turned to me yesterday and said
that maybe the Germans want to do
this to show that they are different
from the Nazis.
I doubt, of course, that this is consciously the case. But, nevertheless, the outstanding compassion
and generosity, that we are seeing
today from Germany, will change
forever our perception of what it is
to be German. And will set a great
standard for the rest of us.

And oh the wonder and the fun,
when we go home when day is done,
and put fresh veggies on the plate.
Our healthy, happy appetites to sate.
© Tony Inwood.

I

Queen Elizabethh II

t seems incredible that it has been 63
years since the young Princess Elizabeth
took to the throne, but many of West Londons’ residents still remember it like it
was yesterday.

coach. The excitement grew to fever pitch.
There were competitions for the best decorated house and best garden display, with small
prizes, such as home made toffee tied with coloured string for the winners. Children paraded in fancy dress, some dressed as flower girls
and little princesses, others more randomly as
products such as a tube of toothpaste or and
Oxo cube box!

The first week of June 1953 was a time for celebrations up and down the country, with many
preparing for the event weeks in advance. On
the evening of Monday June 1st ,as people
lined The Mall or finished their preparations,
the news filtered through that the world’s highest mountain had finally been conquered by a
British led expedition. John Hunt led his team
of men comprising Edmund Hillary, to the top
of Mount Everest in the eleventh attempt in
30 years. The news kick started partying that
would continue through to the following day
and night.
Tuesday June 2nd was a cold damp day and
war time gloom still hung over the country
but everybody gave their best to celebrate an
occasion that heralded the start of a new era.
There was a real sense that the young Queen
would usher a change never seen before and
people referred to her as ‘Young Liz’ or ‘The
Diamond Queen’, hopeful for the future.
Across the land people celebrated with street
parties. West London was no exception.
Streets were adorned in a riot of red, white and
blue. Bunting criss-crossed the roads, Union
Jacks flew in the wind and big flags hung from
every window. With all the colours it was as
if London was finally coming out of the grey
monochrome war rubble and stepping into
technicolour.
Trestle tables and chairs were borrowed from
church halls for the day, each decorated with
layers of table cloths and crepe paper streamers and ribbons that children had been making for weeks. Adults helped make replica
crowns and cardboard cut-outs of the golden

One Chiswick resident, Mary Anders, remembers the excitement as a child of seeing her
first television set. “We had heard that a lady
in the next road to us had a new TV, so we
all went round to try to catch a glimpse of the
Coronation on it. Everybody walked round
there; Mum, Dad and old nan, as well as my
brothers and sisters.

Street Party in Chiswick

“We all waved flags on our way and shouted ‘God save the Queen’ to people we passed
on the way. The house was packed out with
people but we all crowded in and looked at
the screen. It was black and white and a bit
fuzzy and couldn’t have been bigger than
twelve inches! It didn’t matter. We saw those
images of the Queen in her big coach and the
room filled with silence except for the oohs
and aahs. I tried to get closer up to it but it
was such a new invention that some old lady
in the room warned me not to stand too close
as it had radiation in it! I was impressed by
this technical knowledge and took it as gospel
and stepped away!”
Mary also remembers that when the National
Anthem was played they all stood up, the men
taking of their caps, and sang along. The singing and dancing continued long into the night.
Queen Elizabeth the 2nd has not disappointed. Let us raise a glass to her long
reign and hope it continues. Long live the
Queen!
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JOBS.

JOBS.

Roko Health Clubs Career Opportunities
Job Title:

Membership Administration Manager

Salary:

£8.65 - £10 per hour subject to experience, plus bonus opportunity

Hours:

24 hours per week, flexible working hours

Location:

Roko Health Club - Chiswick Bridge London

Membership Administration Manager – Roko Health Club Chiswick Bridge
The role of Membership Administration Manager at Roko Health Clubs is a highly
rewarding and challenging role in which you have accountability and responsibility for
the club membership system.
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We are ideally looking for a membership admin professional who will ensure that the
club membership system is kept accurate and up to date to maximize our
membership revenue by enforcing the clubs rules of membership and membership
agreement terms and conditions. To process new member sales and renewals and
proactively manage and recover debtors, notified cancellations and suspensions.
Roko Chiswick Bridge is an 'adult only' club providing exceptional value for its
premium health club facilities in its exclusive West London location.
You will be confident, well organized, structured and methodical in your work,
computer literate, and able to resolve any member issues by telephone or in person.
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This is a unique role in the health and fitness industry as we will enable you	
  to
manage, be empowered and have ownership for membership administration.
In addition, this role is supported by a Membership Administration Assistant who
works 16 hours to ensure the week is fully covered.
If you’ve got the right skills, personality and desire to manage membership
administration and deliver the required renewal targets we would like to hear from
you.
Please apply with your CV and a covering letter outlining your current financial
package and clearly explaining your suitability for this this amazing career
opportunity with Roko Health Clubs.
Martin Skinner
General Manager
Roko Health Club Chiswick Bridge

mskinner@chiswickbridge.roko.co.uk

Roko Health Club Chiswick Bridge

at the University of Westminster Sports Ground
for details of huge discounts across our membership packages

call us now on 0208 747 5750 or visit roko.co.uk
indoor pool =full spa facilities =huge gym =over 60 fitness classes per week

=
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TRADES DIRECTORY.

TRADES DIRECTORY.
Business Services
• ACF
Business finance.
Contact ACF for a free
no-obligation quote on selling your trade invoice today:
07800 862499 / 0208
987 0429 (evening calls or
weekends welcome)
info@appliedcorporatefinance.co.uk
...................................
• BOOK KEEPER AVAILABLE
All general book keeping.
Proficient with Sage and
Quick Books excel etc. £20
per hour.
07748 982 917

Cleaning Services
• FLOWER MAID
Based in West London’s
Chiswick offering a wide
range of (regular and
one-off cleaning services)
including:
• house cleaning
• spring cleaning
• tenancy cleaning
• builders cleaning
• carpet and window
cleaning
www.flowermaid.co.uk
020 7117 6217
...................................
• DOMESTIC CLEANERS
All aspects of domestic
cleaning undertaken. Hourly
and day rates.
07748 982 917
...................................
• MITE KILLERS
Mite Killers ltd will provide
You with the most comprehensive cleaning service
carried out by fully trained,
insured and experienced
experts.
07736 901 444 info@
mitekillers.co.uk
www.mitekillers.co.uk

Construction &
Building Services
• Richard
Williams - Builder
Loft conversions, extensions,
kitchens, basement refurbishment and construction
Based in Kew - 07748 967
824
...................................
• W&M Building and
Decorating
We are a building and decorating company that offer
a comprehensive building
service for everybody.
07899650348
telephone/fax:
020 8833 7087
info@wmbuilding.co.uk
www.wmbuilding.co.uk
...................................

• P DONOVAN LTD
BUILDERS
Local building company with
over 25 years experience in
the trade.
P.Donovan Ltd,
2 Evelyn Rd, W4.
0208 994- 4917
donovan438@btinternet.
com
www.pdonovanltd.co.uk
...................................
• Concept
Bespoke
Interiors
Concept House,
33 Colville Road, London,
W3 8BL
t. 0208 994 4118
f. 0208 994 9989
www.concept-bespoke-interiors.co.uk
...................................
• Best Builders
Fauconberg
Court, Fauconberg Road,
London, W4 3JQ 020 8987
2773
...................................
• Leveline Builders
5 Devonshire Road, London,
W4 2EU 020 8992 2909
• Art Property Renovations
Grove Park Studios,
188-192 Sutt, Chiswick,
London, W4 3HR
0844 656 0982
...................................
• Taw Engineering
Ltd
38 Sutton Court Road, London, W4 4NJ
020 8995 5438
.............................
• Markstone Construction UK Ltd
Unit 6 Greenock Road, London, W3 8DU
020 8740 8060

Damp Proofing/
Treatment
• DAMP PROOFING
AND BASEMENT WATER
PROOFING
Damp Proofing, Rising
Damp, Basement Waterproofing, Condensation Control, Woodworm Treatments
and Property Preservation.
For an inspection, assessment and estimate call
Richard 07748 967 824

Dry Cleaners
• HALINAS TAILORING &
DRY CLEANERS
Alterations & Repairs, dry
cleaning, Relining, Zip
replacement, Curtains &
Ventian blinds, fitting room,
shoe repairs. 188B Acton
Lane, Chiswick, W4 5DL
020 8995 8725
halinkosa89@googlemail.
com
...................................

• THE PRESS GANG DRY
CLEANERS IN CHISWICK
3-4 Fromows Corner, London, Greater London W4
4HA
020 8742 3244
• THE AMERICAN DRY
CLEANING COMPANY
5 Grove Park Rd, London,
Greater London W4 3RS
020 8742 3333
...................................
• TOP HAT DRY CLEANERS
Opened in 1968 and remain
a family run business to this
day
20 Devonshire Road,
Chiswick W4 2HD www.
tophatchiswick.co.uk
020 8995 9813

Electrical Services
• RA ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Domestic & Commercial
Installations. Bespoke Installations & Design Additions
& Alternations. Maintenance
Data & Internet HD. Wireless
Music Systems.
07725181907
raeservices@live.co.uk
...................................
• Steve Bishop Electrical
90 Mallinson Road, London
SW11 1BN
020 7924 1421
07866 724718
steve@swbishop.co.uk
www.swbishop.co.uk
...................................
• Hennessy
Electrical Services
Full domestic Electrical
registered.
General repairs. 07951 956
047
...................................
• Iak Electricians &
Plumbers
www.iakelectricians.
co.uk
07849 059999
...................................
• Nurse
Electricians
36 Weymouth Avenue, London, W5 4SB
020 8567 6163
• T C S Electricals
145 Bentworth Road, London, W12 7AB
07713 417 427

Gardening Services
• Il Giardino
Garden Design and maintenance.General garden work.
CALL ENRICO
020 8578 2424 / 07803
211 935
• Urbanscaping UK
Garden Design, landscaping
and maintenance.
Yorks Yard, 12A Sutton Lane
North, Chiswick, London,
W4 4LD
office@urbanscapinguk.
com 020 8995 5777

• The Chiswick
Gardener
30 Hartington Court Hartington R, London, W4 3TT
07771 998777
...................................
• Above The Earth Ltd
39 Wilton Avenue, London,
W4 2HX 020 8994 3905
...................................
• Creative Urban
Tree Surgery &
Brighter Garden
37 Valetta Road, London, W3
7TQ 0800 2792156
...................................
• Thames
Landscaping
Projects range from a basic
lawn, to the full garden
design and construction.
John@Thameslandscaping.co.uk
07958 615 461
Estate Agents &
Property Management

• ASPIRE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
We have a broad portfolio of
properties across Surrey and
Middlesex with landlords in
Chiswick, Kew and Hampton.
07748 982 917

Graphic Design
• WEST 4 MEDIA
Design, Development & all
things Web.
07748962693
info@west4media.co.uk
www.west4media.co.uk
...................................
• GRAPHIC DESIGNER PRINT & WEB
Freelance graphic designer. From £35 per piece of
artwork - includes unlimited
amends until you are happy.
£10 amendment thereafter.
pwgraphics@live.co.uk

Interior Design
• Concept Bespoke
Interiors
Concept House, 33 Colville
Road, London, W3 8BL
0208 994 4118
0208 994 9989
www.concept-bespoke-interiors.co.uk
• Helen Reed
Designs
478 Chiswick High Road,
London, W4 5TT
020 8994 9993
...................................
• Areen Design
Services Ltd
147 Chiswick High Road,
London, W4 2DT
020 8994 9296
• Change That Room
478 Chiswick High Road,
London, W4 5TT
020 8994 9993
...................................

• William Nickerson
Architectural & Interior Design
9 Goldhawk Mews, London,
W12 8PA 020 8749 7900

Painters &
Decorators
• Bulger Wicks Decorating
Based in W4
020 8994 4455
...................................
• Jck Painting and
Decorating
Chiswick 07868738743
...................................
• AG Interiors
020 8994 6664
...................................
• JTW Contractors Painting contractors London
The Lightbox, Unit 1.20, 111
Power Road, London, W4
5PY 020 7940 4790
...................................
• C P Scott Decorating & Property Maintenance
020 87474073
...................................
• Your Local Painter
&
Decorator
-Chiswick- Kew - Isleworth
15 The Maltings, Spring
Grove Kew Bridge, London,
W4 3NH
020 8560 3701
...................................
• Chiswick painter
and decorator
Chiswick
07748 982 917

Plastering
Services
• Kew Plastering
Services
All aspects of plastering. We
have worked on listed buildings. No obligation quotes.
Call Richard on 07748
967 824
• Reddy Eddy
Specialist plastering and re-moulding.
Interior and exterior.
020 8560 6782
...................................
• McPartlin Plastering
Ciaron McPartlin, 104 Avalon
Road, Ealing, London
W13 0BW
020 8998-3455 07958
465303 ciaron@mcpartlin-plastering.co.uk
...................................
• West London Plastering
3 Devonshire Mews W4 2HA
07953 533 329
...................................

• London Top Plastering
07852 216416
...................................

• Chiswick Plumbing
64 Southfield Road, London,
W4 1BD 020 8994 016
...................................

• CS Interiors
020 8813 0459
...................................

• J RP Skinner
2 Winston Walk, London, W4
5SN 020 89954135
...................................

• Surface
Solutions Plastering
in Plastering and Related
Building Services.
Flat 16 The Towers, Lower
Mortlake Road, Richmond,
TW9 2JR
07989 429882
• C P C UK Ltd
Plastering
020 8568 8787
...................................
• Top-Notch
Plastering
16 Ravenscourt Road, Hammersmith, W6 0UG 07769
586 116
...................................
• E N Plastering
7a Market Place, London,
W3 6QS 0779 2582392

Plumbing &
Heating
• Plumber At Your
Rescue
11a Chiswick High Road,
London,
W4 4PU
020 8842 0814
...................................
• My Plumber
Grove Park
Studios, 188-192 Sutton
Court Road, London, W4
3HR 020 8996 2930
...................................
W4 Plumber
18 Stile Hall Gardens,
London, W4 3BU
020 3348 8096
• My Plumber Ltd
3 Brentford Business Park,
Commerce Road, Brentford,
TW8 8LG
Telephone 020 3078
5920
...................................
• Chiswick Plumbing
and Heating
54 Wellesley Road,
Chiswick, W4 4AD 0203
051 6052
...................................
• Chiswick Plumbers
566 Chiswick High Road,
W4 5YA
0203 051 6052
• Mechanical & Roofing Services Ltd
8 Greenock Road, London,
W3 8DU 020 8896 3483
...................................
• The London Property Repairs Co
The Barley Mow Centre ,
10 Barley Mow Passage,
Chiswick, W4 4PH
0844 800 5775

• Magical PlumbER
Flat 19 Abinger Court, 36
Gordon Road, LONDON, W5
2AF
07835083119

Tiling Services
• Spot On Tilers
10 Barley Mow Passage,
London, W4 4PH 020
89876099
...................................
• Zain In Stone Ltd
130 Hammersmith Road,
London, W6 7JP 020 8846
9635
...................................
• A1 Tiler
Upper Richmond Road West,
London, SW14 7NX 0870
7653943
...................................
• PW Tiling Services
Servicing Brentford, Chiswick, Kew and Richmond
07748 982 917

Tuition
• HARRIET ROBERTS
VOCAL COACHING IN
CHISWICK
Classes are running on Mondays after school at Strand
on The Green School from
3:30 - 4:30
for 8 weeks for pupils of
Strand £10 per lesson but
the whole course must be
booked in advance £80.00
Harriet also welcomes adults
and non-Strand pupils for
private lessons £25.00 for
45 mins.
hkrmusic@googlemail.
com 07796990745
...................................
• DRUM TUITION
£35 per hour, £20 per half
hour. Basics to advanced.
drumw4@gmail.com
07748 982 917

Roofing
• Roofing the Wright
Way
07714745395
/02035653423
roofingthewrightway@
yahoo.co.uk
...................................
• McDonald Roofing
020 8896 1117
020 8896 1118
Fax:
020 8896 1119
enquiries@mcdonaldroofing.co.uk
...................................

• Rankcourt Roofing
Contractors
56a Kewbridge Road, TW8
0EW
020 8568 4588
...................................
• P & J Roofing &
Building Contractors Ltd
35 Colville Road,
W3 8BL
020 8993 7700
...................................
• Castle Roofing &
Building Services
146-148 Sheen Road, Richmond, TW9 1UU 020 8940
0923
...................................
• Apollo Roofing
Flat 8 Manor House, Manor
Vale, Brentford, TW8 9JB
020 8896 3789
...................................
• Greene Roofing
67 Greyhound Road,
London, W6 8NH 020 7381
2950

Windows
• Williams Window
Fitters and Conservatories
Based in Chiswick 07748
967 824
...................................
• Timber Sash Windows
12 Wood close, Chiswick, W4
1AR 020 8563 1265
...................................
• Sash Window Specialists
1 Castlebar Road, LONDON,
W5 2DL 07957 699 056
...................................
• Wood Windows Restoration Ltd
Arch A, The Ham, Brentford,
TW8 8EX 020 8587 1477
...................................
• The Wooden Window Workshop London Ltd
28-29 Ealing Broadway,
London, W5 2NP 020
87582786
...................................
• Restoration Windows & Conservatories
Unit 7 Roslin Square,
London, W3 8DH 020
87421122
...................................

CLASSIFIEDS
COMING
SOON.
To buy, sell,
rent
or find visit
www.
chiswickherald.
co.uk
and click on the
classified tab in
menu bar and
follow
instructions.
Its FREE
for private
advertisers.
Traders call
020 3623 0567.
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SPORT.

QPR’s Charlie Austin Larnell Cole joins Shrewsbury
says David Sullivan Town on loan from Fulham
remarks felt like
personal attack
Charlie Austin thinks David Sullivan’s comments saying he was a
risk as a signing because of knee
problems was a personal attack on
him.
QPR striker Charlie Austin admits
he was “hurt” by comments from
West Ham co-owner David Sullivan
questioning his fitness.
Sullivan ruled out a move for the
26-year-old during the transfer window as he said it was too much of a
risk for the Hammers.
The businessman questioned Austin’s long-term fitness after he failed
a medical at Hull in 2013 and also
his goalscoring ability.
“I was disappointed, I felt hurt because I felt like it was an attack on
myself,” Austin told Soccer AM.
“But these things happen and I’ll put
it to the back of my mind.”
Asked whether he thought Sullivan should have apologised, Austin

said: “When do you ever hear of a
football club chairman apologising
directly to a player? I wasn’t expecting an apology.”
Following a summer of speculation around his future, Austin opted
to remain with QPR as they bid to
make an immediate return to the
Premier League.
The striker, who has netted four
goals in the Championship this season, said: “I’ve trained hard with all
this going on, I have got my head
down and worked hard for QPR
and luckily enough we have got 10
points from 15 so far.
“Chris (Ramsey, QPR manager) has
pulled me in and we have had conversations throughout the window;
he can’t really say a lot because I’ve
been top scorer in the Championship
so far!”

Coach Andy Farrell
happy with ‘fortress’
Twickenham results
A confident England camp are happy to have strengthened ‘fortress’
Twickenham while escaping without injuries to key players, according to backs coach Andy Farrell.
Unlike Wales, who are reeling
from the loss through injury of
play-makers Leigh Halfpenny and
Rhys Webb, England are largely
unscathed as they look now to their
opening World Cup fixture against
Fiji on Friday, September 18.
Their convincing 21-13 win over
RBS 6 Nations champions Ireland at
Twickenham on Saturday came from
a much-improved performance than
that seen in Paris a fortnight earlier,
where head coach Stuart Lancaster’s
side lost 25-20 to France.
“Any game, to win at home, at
Twickenham, is always special for
us,” said Farrell.
“It’s our home and it’s a fortress that
we want to make sure is a very hard
place for teams to come and play at.
It was most pleasing at the weekend
because of the pressure that we put
on ourselves.
“We had a few things to sort out
from the previous game and I think
we dealt with that pressure very
well.”
He said there had been no point protecting key players by not sending
them out onto the field in warm-up
matches because the England management wanted them fully prepared for the tough World Cup battles ahead.
“There’s no substitute for actually

Backs coach Andy Farrell takes a
training session

putting yourself in those situations,”
he said, “and you have to have these
warm-up games, otherwise you can
be completely undone.
“Injuries are always going to be a
part of the game and we feel very
fortunate that we’ve come through
unscthed.”
Farrell defended Wales coach Warren Gatland’s decision to play fullback Halfpenny and scrum-half
Webb in their final warm-up game
- despite both suffering injuries in
Saturday’s 23-19 victory over Italy
in Cardiff that have ruled them out
of the World Cup.
Farrell said: “There are combinations, not just for the team but for
the individual to get used to. Leigh
himself would have wanted to play,
I’ve no doubt about that.
“He would have had a great 10/11
weeks of preparation. Knowing him
as I do, his attention to detail would
have been absolutely spot on and he
would have wanted to put that out
there on the field so he would have
wanted to get out there and play.
“It’s just unfortunate what’s happened - I feel really sorry for both
of them.”

Fulham’s Larnell Cole has joined
Sky Bet League 1 side Shrewsbury
on loan until January 3, the clubs
have announced.
The midfielder originally moved
to London, alongside Ryan Tunnicliffe, from Manchester United
when Fulham were still a Barclays
Premier League team in January
2014, but has so far been unable to
secure a regular first-team position
at Craven Cottage.

Larnell Cole:
Loan move completed

Former England fly-half Andy
Goode forced into retirement
Andy Goode is hanging up his boots
after a 17-year career
Former England international Andy
Goode has decided to retire from
professional rugby after failing to
recover from surgery on injuries.
Goode, who made 199 appearances
for Leicester Tigers over two spells
at Welford Road, joined London
Irish from Wasps earlier this summer.
However, following consultations
with medical staff, Goode has decided to call time on his 17-year
playing career which also encompassed periods with Saracens, Brive
and Worcester.
Goode, 35, is one of the all-time
leading goal kickers in the Premiership, with 2,147 points to his name,
making him the second highest
points scorer in the history of the
competition behind Charlie Hodgson.
In a statement, Goode said: “Today
is the day that every professional rugby player dreads. It’s with a
heavy heart that I have to announce
my retirement from rugby.
“After 17 years of playing the game
I love, my mind is willing, my body,
after two operations in the summer
unfortunately isn’t. Rugby has been
unbelievable to me over my career
and I’ve enjoyed some incredible
highs and always tried to play, train,
talk and live it with a smile on my
face.
“I’ve been fortunate to play in some
brilliant teams for some amazing
clubs. To represent England 17
times is such an honour and something I’ll look back on with pride.
My 10 years at Leicester - winning the Premiership five times, the
Heineken Cup twice and the Anglo
Welsh Cup - were more than I could
ever have wished for.
“My spell at Saracens was enjoyable and the experiences of playing
abroad, in France for Brive and in
South Africa for the Sharks, were
opportunities I feel privileged to
have had.
“My time at Worcester and the sup-

Andy Goode in action during his time with Wasps

port from the fans was great and to
finish off with two memorable seasons with Wasps, helping the club
return to the Champions Cup, being
part of the move to my hometown of
Coventry, playing at the Ricoh Arena, breaking the individual points
record on my home debut and finishing with the Golden Boot, are
memories that will stay with me
forever.
“I’m really disappointed I can’t continue my career at London Irish and
I have really enjoyed my short period with them and I wish them every
success in the future under their new
coaches and leadership.
“A massive thank you must go to my
Mum, Dad, Ella-Grace and Carolin
who have supported me and been
on the journey with me at literally
every game I’ve played. I couldn’t
have done it without you.
“I can honestly say I’ve loved play-

ing for every team and feel immensely proud to have achieved
what I have at each club. It’s been
an honour to pull on my jersey week
in week out with some characters
that will be mates for life. We’ve
had wins and loses, laughter, stories
and beers along the way and these
are the things I’ll remember with a
smile!
“Now it’s time to thank the players,
coaches, my agent Duncan Sandlant
at Esportif International, the staff
and supporters who have played
a part in my career, big or small,
at Leicester, Saracens, Brive, the
Sharks, Worcester, Wasps, London
Irish and England.
“I can look back at it all with great
pride, a smile and maybe a Corona!”
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SPORT.

Sergi Canos leaves Liverpool for a
loan move to Brentford
Brentford have signed Sergi
Canos on loan from Liverpool.
The attacking midfielder, 18,
became the Sky Bet Championship club’s second recruit
of the day, following the arrival of Austria striker Marco
Djuricin, also on loan, from
Red Bull Salzburg and joins
on a half-season loan.
The promising Spaniard
joined Liverpool from Barcelona in 2013 and has appeared
regularly for the club’s Under-21s but remains far from
Brendan Rodgers’ first team.

Scott Hogan: Joined Brentford from Rochdale

Brendan Rodgers lets Sergi Canos leave Liverpool on loan

Bees sign Shrewsbury Town
midfielder Ryan Woods
Brentford have signed midfielder Ryan Woods from
Shrewsbury for an undisclosed fee.
The 21-year-old has signed a
three-year contract until June
2018 at Griffin Park.
Brentford head coach Marinus Dijkhuizen told his
club’s official website: “Ryan
Woods is dynamic holding
midfield player.
“He is a talented young English player and we can help
him develop and move on to
the next level at Brentford.
“Ryan plays with his head up
and looks to attack. He tries
to pass the ball forward and
that fits in well with the way
we want to play football.”

Scott Hogan signs new
Brentford contract

Striker Scott Hogan has
signed a new contract with
Brentford, extending his stay
at Griffin Park for a further
year.
Hogan, currently recovering
from a serious knee injury,
has signed a deal to stay with
the Bees until the end of the
2017-18 season.
Brentford co-director of football Phil Giles said: “Scott
has been tremendously unlucky with injuries since he
moved here.
“We were keen to give Scott
as much support as possible
as he gets back to playing, so

it made sense to extend his
contract.
“We can now make sure that
Scott is 100 per cent fit before returning to playing in
the knowledge that he is with
Brentford for the long term.”
Hogan signed from Rochdale
in August 2014, but injured
his knee after two appearances and, after surgery and
extensive rehabilitation, he
suffered a further serious
knee injury, which required a
further operation.

Ryan Woods: Moves from Shrewsbury to Brentford

Championship transfer window
spending eclipses European leagues
Championship teams spent
£100m in the summer transfer window – far more than
second-tier teams in Germany, Italy, Spain and France.
Big-money purchases, such
as Andre Gray’s move to
Burnley and Moses Odubajo’s switch to Hull City, propelled Championship transfer

spending to its enormous total, which was four times as
much as second-best Bundesliga B (£25.5m)
Serie B (£14.6m), Liga Adelante (£3.65m) and Ligue
2 (£730,000) clubs were extremely modest spenders in
comparison, according to the
Soccerex Transfer Review

2016.
The spending by Championship clubs reflects the
trend seen in the top flight,
where Premier League sides
splashed a record-breaking
£885.85m on new players this
summer – a 14 per cent rise
on last year.

Andre Gray made a big-money
move to Burnley from Brentford

Moses Odubajo swapped Brentford for Hull City

